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FROM THE EDITOR
THE COLORFUL CANVAS OF ROLLINS COLLEGE has many more shades of green these days. Eco-consciousness is rapidly weaving
its way into the fabric of campus life and sustainable development is becoming a College lifestyle. Every residence-hall room and building
common area is furnished with a blue recycling bin, thanks to a largely student-run recycling program; air-conditioning units are being
replaced with centralized air-handling plants; the dining hall is stocked with biodegradable containers and corn-based eating utensils;
and sustainable-development courses have been infused in the curriculum across the disciplines. Even the campus landscape has
become “greener” in recent years, having undergone a renewal aimed at sustainability and water conservation.
Your alumni magazine is also doing its part. Under its new name of Rollins Magazine, not only does this
issue sport a fresh, new design reflective of Rollins’ new visual identity (see story p. 2 ), it represents a
campus-wide transition to printing with soy-based ink on recycled paper. In addition, to conserve paper
and production-related costs, we will eliminate one print issue a year and, instead, will enhance our
communication with alumni via an online version of the magazine, scheduled for launch later this year.
Please take time to enjoy the following stories of Rollins’ environmental initiatives and some of the
many students, faculty, staff, and alumni who are helping to paint a brighter future for our campus and
our world. One green brush stroke at a time.
Mary Wetzel Wismar-Davis ’76 ’80MBA
Editor, Rollins Magazine
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ROLLINS RE-IMAGINED
This issue of the magazine reflects the College’s new visual identity that will soon
become familiar to you. And yes, it’s still the same magazine—what you’ve known as
the Rollins Alumni Record—but with a new name designed to better reflect its mission
of keeping alumni and other constituencies informed about the College. The publication
also sports a new paper reflective of the College’s commitment to environmentally
friendly practices.
A highlight of Rollins’ marketing initiative is a new, improved Web site that will
better showcase the College and enhance communication both internally and externally,
keeping you, our alumni, more connected to Rollins than ever before. The new Web
technology platform is in place—now watch as updated pages roll out throughout the
year, including an online Rollins Magazine site. We encourage you to reconnect with
your alma mater by visiting the new Rollins home page at rollins.edu. We’re confident
it will keep you coming back for more!  —Mary Wetzel Wismar-Davis ’76 ’80MBA
Find Your Purpose.
Find Your Place.
ALUMNI ALREADY KNOW
how great Rollins is. A recent
initiative to strengthen the
College’s image will help en-
sure that the rest of the world
knows it, too.
The culmination of a two-
year process aimed at more
successfully communicating
the essence of Rollins, the new
Rollins “brand” was launched
this spring. The visual center-
piece is a simplified logo
incorporating the sun from
the center of the College
seal—an icon symbolic of the
Rollins motto, “Fiat Lux,” or
“Let There Be Light.” Drawn
from the College’s mission,
Rollins’ new theme line—“Find
Your Purpose. Find Your
Place.” —will serve as a foun-
dation for communicating
who we are and what we
stand for as a leading institu-
tion of higher education.
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STRUMMING HIS GUITAR from a small chair at the front of the Knowles
Memorial Chapel, Paul Simon belts out the chorus to “Me and Julio Down
by the Schoolyard.” The lyrics are as engrained in my mind as they are in
the grooves of countless records. Except, here at Rollins, from my position
in the filled-to-capacity pews, his voice and music reverberate with such
intensity that it feels like an intimate performance. Suddenly, Paul Simon
seems as if he’s sitting right in front of me, performing a great American
classic to an audience of one.
Hundreds of members of the campus community shared the goose
bumps of thismagicalmoment at the Chapel one evening last October. But
singer-songwriter Paul Simonwas not headlining a concert. Rather, he came
to engage in intellectual discourse about the creative processwith his good
friend and former U.S. Poet Laureate Billy Collins ’08H.
This meeting of two brilliant creative minds epitomized the mission
of theWinter Park Institute (WPI), a joint venture between Rollins and the
Charles Hosmer Morse/Elizabeth Morse Genius Foundation designed to
promote the kind of synergy created when scholars share information,
debate issues, and shed light on a variety of timely topics. The Institute
features discussions between the Rollins community and thought leaders
from diverse fields who are invited to the Institute for limited residencies.
“The Winter Park Institute introduces new sources of intellectual
capital into our campus and our community,” President Lewis Duncan
said. “It offers exceptional occasions for visiting scholars and artists to
interact with one another and members of the Rollins College faculty—
and for members of the Rollins and Winter Park communities to enjoy
unparalleled opportunities to share time with these thought leaders and
participate as active listeners in some of their conversations.”
In addition to Simon and Collins, who was named the Institute’s first
scholar-in-residence, in its inaugural year the WPI has hosted a varied
and impressive group of noted scholars and artists who have shared their
insights with the College community (see page 4).
The discussion between Simon and Collins—two poets of a modern
generation—is the type of interaction the Winter Park Institute fosters.
Just as Simon’s performance of his 1972 hit felt like a private experience
for each member of the audience, so the visits by such luminaries are
intended tomakemembers of the Rollins community feel like they’re part
of an intimate yet wide-open dialogue with today’s thought leaders. 
—Laura J. Cole ’04 ’08MLS
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Former U.S. Poet Laureate Billy Collins (l )
and singer-songwriter Paul Simon
at the Knowles Memorial Chapel
GENERATIONS OF ROLLINS ALUMNI are familiar
with the space that the Winter Park Institute (WPI)
now calls home. A few blocks north of the campus
on Interlachen Avenue rests the Osceola Lodge,
which was home first to business entrepreneur and
philanthropist Charles Hosmer Morse, and later
President Emeritus Hugh F. McKean ’30 ’72H and his
wife—and Morse’s granddaughter—Jeannette Genius
’62H. The historic house, dating from the 1880s, was
graciously offered, along with the adjacent Knowles
Cottage, by the Charles Hosmer Morse and Elizabeth
Morse Genius Foundations for the Institute’s use as
a study center for its scholars-in-residence.
First to “hold office” in the facility is former U.S.
Poet Laureate Billy Collins ’08H, who is serving
concurrently as Irving Bacheller Professor of Cre-
ative Writing at Rollins. Among Collins’ campus
appearances was an inspiring conversation in
October with his friend singer-songwriter Paul
Simon before a packed house at the Knowles
ROLLINS’ PAST RESTORED FOR ROLLINS’ FUTURE
Winter Park Institute resurrects the ideals of Hamilton Holt’s “Animated Magazine”
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Osceola Lodge,
home of the Winter Park Institute
WPI WALK OF FAME • 2008-2009
Béla Fleck
Paul Simon
Linda Wagner-
Martin
Natalie Krasnostein
Marilyn Horne
Michael Phillips
Robert Muehlenkamp
William L. Pressly
Billy Collins
W O R T H
M E N T I O N I N G
WE’RE #1: For the fourth
consecutive year, U.S. News &
World Report ranked Rollins
number one among 121
Southern master’s-level univer-
sities in its annual “America’s
Best Colleges” issue.
GLOBE TROTTERS: The
President’s Internationalization
Initiative, which provides
Rollins professors opportunities
to travel all over the world to
experience other cultures, was
nationally recognized in the
Oct. 31 issue of The Chronicle of
Higher Education.
PULL UP A CHAIR:
Former U.S. Poet Lau-
reate Billy Collins
was named
Irving Bacheller
Professor of
Creative Writing.
He arrived in Winter Park
last fall as the first Scholar-in-
Residence at the new Winter
Park Institute.
ENTREPRENEURIAL MBA:
Entrepreneur magazine and
The Princeton Review ranked
Crummer’s MBA program 24th
among the top 50 entrepreneur-
ship programs in the country.
More than 2,300 schools were
evaluated on key criteria in the
areas of academics and require-
ments, students and faculty,
and outside-the-classroom
experiences.
Rollins College has been
selected as a recipient of the
Orange County Public Schools’
Outstanding Partners in Edu-
cation Award for 2008-2009.
Rollins was nominated by Fern
Creek Elementary School.
Memorial Chapel (see page 3 ). Other luminaries
hosted by WPI this year include internationally
known jazz banjo player Béla Fleck; author and
editor Linda Wagner-Martin; writer, performer,
and psychodramatist Natalie Krasnostein; inter-
nationally acclaimed opera star Marilyn Horne;
William Blake scholar and expert on Blake’s
printing process Michael Phillips; social justice
and trade union activist Robert Muehlenkamp;
18th-century British art scholar and author
William L. Pressly; Tiffany and American Arts
Craft Movement scholar Martin Eidelberg; The Wall
Street Journal theater critic and author Terry
Teachout, expert on open access for academic
journals Peter Suber; George Washington
University president emeritus Stephen Trachten-
berg; and widely respected Cuban-American
author Roberto Fernandez.
While an undergraduate at Rollins, McKean
delighted in President Emeritus Hamilton Holt’s
“Animated Magazine,” an innovative and nationally
recognized program that brought such notables as
U.S. President Harry Truman ’49H to campus.
President Emeritus Thaddeus Seymour ’82HAL
’90H believes that McKean would have been
pleased that his former home now brings the ideas
of today’s thought leaders to life for the Rollins
community. “Hughwas very proud of the numerous
distinguished figures who came to Rollins and
Winter Park over the years,” Seymour said. “He
introduced me to the booklet by Cora Harris, The
Town that Became a University, and I remember
one day in the 1980s, standing with him in front of
Osceola Lodge, when he thought out loud about
a facility for distinguished visitors to our commu-
nity. ‘This would be a wonderful home for visiting
scholars,’ he mused. How happy and proud he
would be to see the Winter Park Institute.” 
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ONSTAGE IN ARGENTINA
The process to apply for a Fulbright Scholarship can take a
while. Brooke Harbaugh ’06 knows. There are applications to
fill out. A “first round” of acceptances to get through. Fulbright
committee members to charm. “You go about your life and do
other things,” Harbaugh said, “…just in case.”
Though she had applied for an English teaching assistant-
ship with Fulbright, Harbaugh couldn’t just wait around. So
after graduation, she moved to China. Scholarship or not, she’d
be doing what she wanted to do: teach children English. It was
the perfect way to pass the time. When she did hear that she
had been accepted for the Fulbright and would be teaching
English in Argentina, she had quite a move ahead of her—a
nearly 12,000-mile trip (with a 12-day layover in Florida to hang
out with her family whom she hadn’t seen for more than a year
and wouldn’t see again for another 10 months).
Harbaugh arrived in the city of Bariloche, Argentina in
March 2008. “While Fulbright was generous with their stipend,
I chose to save up travel money by spending some of my time
there living frugally in a dilapidated little house with a terrible
landlady and spiders and a roof that leaked when it rained,” she
said. “I had what I needed, though.” That’s shelter, food, and a
classroom full of teenagers eager to learn English.
Harbaugh’s unique approach to teaching English—she
used theater as a backdrop—surely fueled her students’ enthu-
siasm. Their main assignment was to put on plays, among them
The Secret Garden and The Wizard of Oz, and work through
the English script in rehearsals and the final performances.
THE CHOSEN
PRE S T I G I O U S S C HO L A R S H I P S O F F E R WOR L D O F O P PO R T UN I T Y
TO FOU R YOUNG RO L L I N S S TANDOU T S
FULBRIGHT SCHOLAR
| Brooke Harbaugh ’06 |
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W O R T H
M E N T I O N I N G
ADVANCEMENT: James Gerhardt
became Rollins’ vice president
for institutional advancement in
October, succeeding Cynthia
Wood. Gerhardt was formerly
senior associate director of
major gifts at Yale University,
where he helped raised nearly
$2.3 billion for its “Yale
Tomorrow” campaign.
POPULAR DESTINATION:
Rollins received 3,485 applica-
tions from prospective students
hoping to attend the College
this year, a 20 percent rise over
2007. Due to space limitations,
the entering class is limited to
470 students.
JOB WELL DONE: The Orlando
Sentinel named Rollins one of
Central Florida’s Top 25 Com-
panies for Working Families.
Rollins rose to 17th in the cate-
gory of companies with 250
employees or more.
A BUILDING APART: Just one
year after its renovation, Ward
Hall has garnered recognition
as one of University Business
magazine’s “Dorms of
Distinction.” Ward was named
a runner-up in the category of
medium-sized private institutions.
C’MON LET’S BOOGIE: The
Children’s Miracle Network
named the Rollins College 2007
Dance Marathon as the “Best
New Dance Marathon” out of
17 dance marathons launched
nationwide last year to raise
funds for the organization.
“I was happy to offer something fun,” Harbaugh said,
“and not make learning such a chore.”
Harbaugh, who returned to the States in
December, misses the students she spent 10 months
getting to know. “You remember all of them. They’re
all different, all lovely,” she said. Now, she’s on to a
very different adventure: living in New York City,
where she’s looking for work, interviewing with
children’s theater organizations, and hoping to
pursue social/community activism through the arts.
brooke.harbaugh@gmail.com
— Maureen Harmon
INVOLVED IN AN
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIR
Shannon Brown ’10 has a new opportunity to
explore the world, learn about other cultures, and
enhance global relationships. Named one of 20
recipients from among hundreds of applicants,
Brown was awarded the Thomas R. Pickering Foreign
Affairs Fellowship, which funds award recipients
for three years of foreign study in exchange for
four-and-a half years of work in the Foreign Service.
An international relations major and Spanish
minor, Brown spent her first two years on campus
discovering an interest in and commitment to
international affairs. In addition to being a member
of the Honors Degree Program, the Philosophy Club,
and the National Society of Collegiate Scholars, as
well as an editor of the Rollins Undergraduate
Research Journal, she led a student effort to start
an Arabic program at Rollins. Not one to miss an
opportunity to learn more, she spent her summer in
the Rollins Student-Faculty Collaborative Research
program researching sustainable energy policies in
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates.
Last fall, Brown extended her studies off campus
by spending the semester in Oviedo, Spain as part
of the Rollins in Asturias program and by traveling—
in her free time—around Europe. Brown is spending
the spring semester in Morocco, where she hopes
to learn more of the language she canvassed to
bring to Rollins and to pursue the interests sparked
at Rollins: democratization, human rights, conflict
resolution, and the Middle East.
ssbrown@rollins.edu —Laura J. Cole ’04 ’08MLS
LESSONS TAUGHT—AND LEARNED—
IN MADRID
Sometimes it’s the most mundane things that can be
the most nerve-wracking when you’re in a land far
from home. Like signing a lease for an apartment in
Madrid when the lease is written entirely in Spanish—
and you’re from Fort Lauderdale. Just that small task
of signing her name on the dotted line made Sally
Woods ’05 nervous. Sure, she knew some Spanish—
she had to in order to be in Madrid on a Fulbright
Fellowship teaching English to elementary-school
children. But the intricacies and legalese of a lease?
In the end, Woods decided to go with the laid-back
spirit that’s abundant in Spain and signed away.
While the relaxed way of life has been a bonus,
says Woods, who arrived in Madrid on her Fulbright
Fellowship in September 2008, it has also presented
plenty of challenges to her American way of thinking.
“The banks there are only open until 2:00 p.m.,” she
said. “There’s no 24-hour Walmart. There just aren’t
a lot of the same conveniences we’re used to.” But
she does get two-hour lunch breaks, and during that
time she can take a walk in a local park, or go out to
eat, or sit down to tapas with her fellow teachers at
the school.
Woods’ first day on the job led her to one student
in particular who was exhibiting signs of Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. Woods mentioned her
observation to the child’s teacher, who confirmed
her belief. “I’m drawn to those kids,” said Woods,
who taught students with special needs near her
hometown of Parkland, Florida and during a brief
stay in New Orleans, where she taught in a public
school for Teach for America—a stay that was cut
short by Hurricane Katrina.
When she isn’t working with the students,
Woods leads conversation groups with her fellow
PICKERING FELLOW
| Shannon Brown ’10 |
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teachers. They play ice-breaker games, watch clips from American
movies, and discuss current events—all in an effort to help perfect
the teachers’ English-speaking skills. And the learning goes both
ways. “I’d taken plenty of Spanish courses, but I’ve found that actually
experiencing everyday life in another place is the best way to learn
another language and gain an understanding of another culture.”
After she completes her fellowship this summer, Woods plans
to resume teaching elementary school in Broward County, Florida
while pursuing a master’s degree in linguistics. “I plan to draw from
my experiences in Spain to help improve communication with Spanish-
speaking parents,” she said. “And I hope to find a place in South
Florida where I can continue my flamenco dancing!”
sallymwoods@gmail.com —Maureen Harmon
SCHOLAR IN MOTION
A physics major and chemistry minor, Nicholas Horton ’09 is
passionate about how energy, forces, and motion work and how
substances interact. Not wasting any time in setting in motion his
goal of converting a lifelong passion for science into a successful
career, he applied for—and was awarded—a Barry M. Goldwater
Scholarship, which is helping to fund his educational endeavors. The
scholarship, which requires students to be nominated by faculty
representatives, is aimed at providing a continuing source of highly
qualified scientists, mathematicians, and engineers.
One of 321 scholarship winners selected from a pool of over
1,000 students, Horton is used to being at the top of the class. Even
before arriving at Rollins, he was selected as one of 10 students from
an entering class ofmore than 400 to be awarded a Cornell Scholarship,
which provides full tuition, fees, and room and board for four years.
As a first-year student, he was one of the youngest scientists selected
to participate at the Polar Aeronomy andRadio Science (PARS) Summer
School program, which also included graduate students from MIT and
Stanford. To prepare for the program, Horton was given one-on-one
instruction by President Lewis Duncan, who helped to school him in
ionospheric science, solar flares, radio waves, space plasma, and high-
power radar. Horton also was a semifinalist for the Hertz Scholarship.
While he has achieved stellar academic accomplishments, Horton
credits Rollins for providing himwith learning and research opportunities
he would not have been able to receive elsewhere. As an example,
he cites the original research he was able to conduct on landmine
detection using laser technology, under the guidance of Professor of
Physics Thomas Moore as part of the Student-Faculty Collaborative
Research program. In addition, he spent the fall 2008 semester
studying in Hong Kong.
Horton, who plans to pursue a Ph.D. in optics or applied physics, has
been accepted to several prestigious graduate schools and is applying
for a National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship.
nhorton@rollins.edu —Laura J. Cole ’04 ’08MLS 
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THE EVENTS OF SEPTEMBER 11, 2001 left a lasting mark on America’s history. Giant buildings crumbled, walls of defense were
pierced, and planes became weapons of mass destruction. The great tragedy of that day was the significant loss of lives—lives that
were taken much too early from families and friends.
While the buildings can be rebuilt, the walls made stronger, and the planes more secure, the lives lost that day will never be replaced.
In honor of the men, women, and children who lost their lives or loved ones, Alumni Association Board of Directors member Tony Wilner
’82 generously donated a unique 9/11 Memorial. Themarker was unveiled during a tribute service, which included theWinter Park Fire and
Police Departments, at Rollins on Thursday, September 11, 2008.
The memorial is the first of its kind to feature touchstones from all three
9/11 sites. Manny Papir ’89, who served as Mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s Deputy
Chief of Staff during the attacks, donated a piece of stone from thewreckage
of the World Trade Center. Wilner, who worked in the Pentagon at that time
supporting the Defense Intelligence Agency, obtained a salvaged piece of
the Pentagon limestone and worked to obtain a stone from the crash site of
United Airlines Flight 93 in Shanksville, Pennsylvania.
Located on the Rollins campus a few feet from the Veterans Memorial
flagpole in the Warren Administration Building parking lot, the memorial
features the three site pieces, a set of bronze 9/11 commemorative coins, and the engraved quotation from President Bush that “Peace and
freedomwill prevail.” Intended to inspire passersby to stop and touch each of the stones and reflect on the incidents of that day, theMemorial
stands as a tribute to the peoplewho lost their lives on that clear fall day and to those they left behind. It stands as lasting touchstone to their
sacred memories.  —Laura J. Cole ’04 ’08MLS
A TOUCHING REMINDER
“AS THEWORLDRAPIDLYMOVESAHEAD, ON THIS DAYWESTOP
TO REMEMBER. AS THE WORLD FORGETS THE BRAVERY,
COURAGE, AND THE SACRIFICE OF THOUSANDS, WE HONOR
THEM AT THIS MOMENT. THIS IS A DAY OF GOOD GRIEF, OF
GOODMEMORIESOF THOSEWE LOVE, FORACHANCE TO STOP,
PRAY, REFLECT, AND HONOR THE LIVES OF THOSE WE WILL
NEVER EVER FORGET.” —THE REVEREND DAN MATTHEWS ’55 ’86H
PHOTOS BY JUDY WATSON TRACY
TonyWilner ’82 (l ) and Manny Papir ’89 at the 9/11 Memorial
ROLLINS SALUTES VP
AND ARCHITECTURAL
ARBITER GEORGE
HERBST
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WHEN GEORGE HERBST CAME TO ROLLINS in 1996 to become the College’s
vice president for business and finance and treasurer, he did not foresee that
his responsibility for the College’s physical plant and his passion for design would
converge at the center of one the largest construction booms in Rollins’ history. In the
12 and a half years that concluded with his retirement from the vice presidency in
July 2008, the College built, expanded, or renovated more than 30 facilities, renewing
the face of the campus and garnering national recognition for the results.
S E T T I N G T H E
C A P S TO N E
THE APPEARANCE OF GEORGE HERBST in a crisply pressed
white shirt, neatly knotted silk tie, and construction hard hat was
a familiar sight on campus, but not all of his responsibilities were
so visible. Among his other duties were oversight of the College’s
budget and investments, human resources and risk management,
campus security and environmental safety, and information
technology infrastructure and services.
A catalogue of his accomplishments at Rollins would also
include campus and comprehensive housing master plans and
the first economic and community impact study in more than a
decade. Not one to be tied to his desk, Herbst had a well-
deserved reputation for rolling up his sleeves and pitching in.
During the parade of hurricanes that marched across Central
Florida in 2004, he helped supervise parking at the College
garage and then bivouacked with members of the campus
community evacuated to the Cornell Campus Center and the
Bush Science Center.
Though it was rumored that Herbst never saw a piece of real
estate he didn’t like (during his tenure, the College acquired Sutton
Place Apartments; the site of the Marshall and Vera Lea Rinker
Building; properties on Fairbanks and Comstock Avenues that now
house the Departments of Communication and Critical Media &
Cultural Studies, career services, and administrative offices;
apartments for graduate students in the Crummer School; and
residential facilities for new and visiting faculty), he recounted there
wasn’t a week that passed that his office didn’t receive a telephone
call with an offer to sell property to the College.
Herbst was a master of making the most of the College’s
assets. Practicing the arts of compromise and consensus building,
he and College trustees negotiated the successful development
of the College parking garage and SunTrust Plaza, reinvigorating
the south end of Park Avenue and delivering important revenue
to the College’s bottom line. This and other investments in
strengthening the “town-gown” relationship between the City
and the College produced such shared ventures as Lake Island
Park Softball Complex, built on City land by the College for use
by Rollins’ softball team and local youth; the
Fai rbanks-to-Holt Avenue streetscape of Park
Avenue, financed by an interest-free loan from the
College to the City; and the City-wide emergency-
notification system, Outreach, made possible by another
interest-free loan from the College.
Understandably, Herbst also became a familiar figure in
Winter Park. Both the City and the Chamber of Commerce
recognized his expertise and tapped him for leadership. He
served on numerous City boards and task forces and was elected
Chamber chairman. In 2005, he was namedWinter Park Citizen of
the Year. At the same time, he was active in higher-education
circles, reviewing accreditation for the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools (SACS), which entailed site visits as far
away as Mexico and Dubai, and serving as national program chair
for the 2007 annual meeting of the National Association of
College and University Business Officers (NACUBO).
Herbst, who defines his interests as far broader than finance or
business, is grateful for the “once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to take
a very special campus and enhance it.” Though his personal taste
is clearly contemporary, his appreciation for architectural context is
exceptional. (In 2004, he received the Award of Merit from the
American Institute of Architects’ Orlando Chapter, presented to a
non-architect for contributions to design, planning, and appreciation
of architecture’s cultural significance.) He was adamant about
maintaining the Spanish Mediterranean character of the campus
established by Rollins’ eighth president, Hamilton Holt, and devoted
considerable effort to ensuring an accurate and sensitive restoration
of the College’s oldest building, Pinehurst Cottage.
It is no surprise that the result earned two preservation honors
for the College: a Preservation Award for Restoration/Rehabilitation
from the Florida Trust for Historic Preservation and the Friends of
Casa Feliz Award forOutstandingPreservation,which also recognized
the first restoration of stonework on the Knowles Memorial Chapel.
More important, the renovation won the approval and gratitude of
the students who call Pinehurst Cottage home. In fact, the residents
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made Herbst an honorary member of the Pinehurst Organization, and
that recognition meant more to Herbst than any number of plaques
or citations.
The final years of Herbst’s tenure coincided with the College’s
receipt of the extraordinary bequest of George Cornell ’35 ’85H,
which totaled $105.5 million on final accounting. Combined with gifts
from other donors and excellent investment performance (Rollins has
ranked regularly in the top 25 percent of 700+ institutions monitored
by NACUBO), the College’s endowment quadrupled in the dozen
years since Herbst’s arrival and the institution enjoys a firm financial
footing. (As Herbst is fond of saying, “Rollins is healthy, but not yet
wealthy.”) In 2007, Moody’s Investors Service confirmed Herbst’s
assessment of the College’s fiscal well-being, awarding the
College an A1 rating, the highest of any independent college or
university in Florida.
Describing Herbst’s contributions to the College, Barry Levis,
professor of history and current vice president of the Arts & Sciences
faculty, cited the inscription on architect Christopher Wren’s tomb in
St. Paul’s Cathedral: “If you seek his monument, look around you.”
A tangible reminder of that presence is Herbst Overlook, with its
dramatic views of Lake Virginia. The site was a natural choice for
Rollins’ 13th president, Rita Bornstein ’04H ’04HAL, to propose when
asking Herbst for a contribution during the College’s comprehensive
fundraising campaign. As Rollins’ current president, Lewis Duncan,
noted, “George’s gift to Rollins captures his special appreciation for
the nature of our campus—linking the lakefront with the life of the
College and creating a special place for members of our community.”
In recognition of his service, President Bornstein presented
Herbst the Rollins Decoration of Honor, President Duncan bestowed
the Hamilton Holt Award, and the Board of Trustees elevated Herbst
to emeritus status. Bornstein characterized him as “a model of eth-
ical action, collaborative leadership, hard work, sensitivity to others,
intelligent decision making, openness, and devotion to Rollins.” Dun-
can compared Herbst’s influence to Holt’s, adding that he “estab-
lished a legacy of high standards, loyalty, and dedication to the
College’s mission that would have made Hamilton Holt proud.”
“It was the perfect storm,” said Herbst, referring to the conflu-
ence of presidential and trustee leadership, the success of The
Campaign For Rollins (which surpassed its $100-million fundraising
goal by more than $60 million), and the generosity of George D.
and Harriet W. ’35HAL ’90H Cornell that produced an environment
where ideas could move from imagination to implementation. He
confessed his affection for new projects and new challenges, and
admitted, “Letting it go is like sending a child off to college.” Fol-
lowing an administrative sabbatical and oversight of special proj-
ects for President Duncan, Herbst looks forward to consulting in
higher education, volunteering in the Greater Orlando community,
building a(nother) new house, and welcoming a new puppy.
Asked what surprised him most about his years at Rollins,
Herbst replied, “How much fun it was. I never expected to have such
a good time.” 
—Lorrie Kyle Ramey ’70
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CHAMPIONS
WHEN PEGGY KIRK BELL WAS A FRESHMAN at Sargent College in
Boston, in 1938, her father sent her to Miami for spring break. “I left
Boston in three feet of snow, got down there, and said, ‘I’ve got to
move to Florida so I can play golf all the time!’” recalled Bell from her
home at Pine Needles Lodge & Golf Club in North Carolina. “I saw a
Rollins College catalogue, transferred, and I’ve never regretted it.
President Hamilton Holt was wonderful to everyone there and the
classes were so small—we’d often sit outside in the Horseshoe. I never
missed a class, but I’ll admit it was hard to keep my mind off golf!”
Rollins did not have a women’s golf program at that time. But it
did pay $1,000 a year to Dubsdread Country Club to allow its stu-
dents to play there. “I had all my classes in the morning and then
went out to Dubsdread,” Bell said. “I played a lot with the course
owner, Carl Dann. It was a great experience to play with the men.”
Bell went on to an outstanding amateur career before joining
the forerunner of the LPGA. In 1950, she married her high school
sweetheart, Warren “Bullet” Bell; the two of them bought the Pine
Needles Resort that has become associated with her over the years.
Once started, it didn’t take long for the Rollins golf program to
rise to national prominence. Alice Dye led the women’s team
to its first national championships in 1948 and 1950, beginning a
success story that has included national women’s titles in 1956, 1974,
1991, 1992, and 1994.
But the current run of women’s championships may be the
most unprecedented in Rollins’—or any college’s—history. Julie Garner,
herself a Tennessee amateur champion (1984) who had served two
stints as coach of the Rollins women’s team (1984-87 and 1996-97),
was lured back to Rollins in 2000 and set the team on a stellar course
that began with second-place finishes in Division II in 2000 and 2001.
ROLLINS GOLF BOASTS
A LONG HISTORY OF
CHAMPIONSHIP TEAMS
AND INDIVIDUAL WIN-
NERS WHOSE COLLEGE
EXPER I ENCES HAVE
SHAPED THEIR LIVES.
ON AND OFF
THE COURSEROLLINS MAY NOT HAVE A GOLF COURSE, but in theworld of collegiate golf, it has a reputation as one of the
most dominant golf powerhouses in the country.
They come to Rollins because of its reputation in both
academics and golf. They come for a climate that permits
year-round competition on the fairways. They come
through the referrals of friends and graduates. They come
with the expectation of winning, and the belief that
whether they win or lose on the golf course, they will
receive the college experience of a lifetime.
Among the students arriving on campus late last August
for the beginning of a new academic year were top young
golfers from the United States, Europe, South America,
Africa, and Asia—golfers like NCAA individual national
champions Joanna Coe ’11 and Mariana De Biase ’06. This
year’s Rollins golfers comprise a reigning NCAA Division II
women’s championship team and a men’s team just
four years removed from its last championship and itching
to return. The student-athletes—all five starters on the
women’s team are Academic All-Americans, with a com-
bined GPA of 3.63 last spring—enjoy the opportunity
Rollins affords them to excel both on and off the course.
They join an impressive list of Rollins golfers who have led
the way down the links since Rollins first entered the world
of intercollegiate golf in 1931—names like Peggy Kirk Bell ’43,
Alice O’Neal Dye ’48 ’02H (wife of legendary golf course de-
signer Pete Dye ’50), Betty Rowland Probasco ’51, Marlene
Stewart Streit ’56, Barbara McIntire ’58, Jim Curti ’59, Mike
Nicolette ’78, and LPGA stars Jane Blalock ’67, Hollis Stacy
’76, Muffin Spencer-Devlin ’76, Debbie Austin ’70, Julie
Larsen Piers ’84, and Charlotte Campbell ’06.
In many respects, the College is not very different fromwhat
it was when Bell decided to transfer to Rollins 70 years ago.
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Then, in 2003, Charlotte Campbell ’06 enrolled at the College. A stand-
out at Orlando’s Lake Highland Preparatory School, Campbell com-
piled a collegiate record that may not be equaled. The women’s team
won the national Division II championship all four years (2003-2006)
that she played. Campbell was a four-time Division II Player of the Year—
the only woman ever to win the honor every year she was eligible—
and individual medalist (low-scorer) in the 2003 and 2004 tournaments.
(Teammate Mariana De Biase won the individual title in 2006.)
Campbell turned pro after college and now is in her third year on
the LPGA developmental Duramed FUTURES Tour. A highlight of this
past year was Campbell’s participation as a contestant—and winner—
on the Golf Channel’s reality show Highway 18 (see sidebar, p. 15 ). “I’m
shooting better than I did at Rollins, but it’s incredibly hard in the
pros,” Campbell said. “Rollins taught me how to win, though. I had the
opportunity to play, which is why I went there. Coach Garner saw
something in me.”
The men’s program also has experienced formidable success,
boasting two national championship titles (1970 and 2002) and two
individual national champions: Jim Curti, who was NAIA national
champion in 1957, and Mike Nicolette, who won the NCAA Division II
championship in 1976. The men’s program has sent 28 teams to the
NAIA or NCAA national championships since 1957. Like the women’s
team, the men came out strong in the new millennium, enjoying a
magical 2002 season in which Campbell’s counterpart on the men’s
team, Rob Oppenheim ’02, led the charge, holing out a putt that
clinched the men’s championship and earning the title of NCAA
Division II Player of the Year. Oppenheim turned pro that fall and has
won multiple times on the Canadian and North American mini-tours.
While he has not yet earned a spot on the PGA Tour, he has played
in PGA events, including the 2006 Deutsche Bank Championship, and
he was the leading money winner on the Canadian Tour in 2006.
(continued next page)
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Joanna Coe ’11; inset: Judy Boker (circa 1948-49)
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Playing on Rollins’ national championship team has been the
high point of his career to date, according to Oppenheim. “The key to
our success was the bond we had as teammates,” he said. “We
wanted to play well not only for ourselves but for each other as a
team. We were competitive with each other but also rooted for one
another. That’s not as easy as it sounds, and I think Coach Frakes
played a big part in that.”
In 1994, Rollins hired a men’s golf coach and assistant basketball
coach who was barely older than the players he would mentor. Kyle
Frakes made an immediate difference on the men’s golf program.
Ken Forasté ’95 was a player on Frakes’s first team. “Coach Frakes
brought a real energy to the group,” said Forasté, who today is a principal
in a wealth-management company in his native Massachusetts. “He
brought a more disciplined approach to howwe thought and practiced.
Most of the players became close friends.”
The Rollins experience extended far beyond golf, Forasté
explained. “I got a very good education, but what I’ve come to appreciate
is the balance we had there. Rollins is small, and golf never consumed
you. We were never overwhelmed.”
Forasté’s friend and former teammate, Dan O’Callaghan ’95, a
sports announcer on WPRK, interned at the Golf Channel and went
to work for the network after graduation. Today, he is the head of
marketing for a resort under development in the Bahamas. “Rollins
gave me a game plan,” O’Callaghan says. “I knew I could take it and
be successful.”
TARS ABOVE PAR
National Champion women’s golf
team tallies five All-American Scholars
Rollins takes great pride in the
fact that its student-athletes per-
form as well in the classroom as
they do on the playing field. As a
fitting capstone to its national
championship season, the
women’s golf team earned further
recognition last summer when
five of its members were named
All-American Scholars. The hon-
orees included Joanna Coe ’11,
Laura Fourdraine ’08 ’10MBA,
Cristina Gugler ’08, Brianna Seo
’11, and Vanessa Vela ’08. Rollins
and the University of Indianapolis
were the only Division II schools
with five students represented
on the list. The award topped off
an impressive first season for
Coe, who won the individual
NCAA national championship, was
named an All-American, and was
a finalist for the Honda Collegiate
Woman Athlete of the Year
Award. In addition to the individ-
ual All-American honors, the team
as a whole, under the leadership
of Coach Julie Garner, earned its
second-consecutive Sports Infor-
mation Director’s GPA Trophy
thanks to a combined 3.63 GPA
for the 2008 spring semester.
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DRIVEN
Charlotte Campbell ’06 wins
Golf Channel’s Highway 18
Professional golfer and former Rollins standout Charlotte Campbell
’06 recently won a competition on the Golf Channel’s reality show
Highway 18. Charlotte and her brother, Rob, bested four other two-
person teams in a wild competition that included rally-style car driving,
racing on foot while carrying a full set of clubs and bag, answering golf
trivia questions for Arnold Palmer, and—sandwiched in between—actual
golf on a dozen different courses. For their efforts, the Campbell team
won $50,000 in cash, $50,000 worth of travel from Orbitz, a GPS system,
and Titleist clubs and balls.
“Everything that you saw on television was real,” Campbell said. “I
thought the editors did a great job of showingwhowewere.” Campbell’s
former coach and mentor at Rollins, Women’s Golf Coach Julie Garner,
agreed. “They captured her perfectly,” Garner said. “You could see and
feel her competitive intensity. ‘We are back in it!’ she said on camera.
That’s Charlotte, all right. If you need someone to make a putt or birdie,
she’s the one you want to have.”
The win comes at a good time for Campbell, who struggled during
her second year on the Duramed FUTURES Tour, the LPGA’s devel-
opment tour. She finished the year ranked 116th and will have to play in
a qualifying tournament to regain her exempt status (eligibility to enter
all events) for the 2009 season. “Playing in the pros is not easy,” she said.
“It’s a whole new level of competition. I had a really good career in
college, but so did the other 144 girls I tee it up with every week.”
Garner has no doubt that Campbell will recover the confidence and
“swagger” she had as a four-time NCAA Division II Player of the Year
during her Rollins career. “I’ve watched her play since her high school
days, and she has that burning desire,” Garner said. “She stalks a putt
like Tiger Woods does.”  —Warren Miller ’90MBA
Knowing who will be a success at Rollins—on the golf course, in
the classroom, and in life—is a mercurial combination of art, science,
and intuition. Yet sometimes it’s easy. Garner knew instantly that
Campbell would achieve great things at Rollins. “Charlotte had
something special,” Garner explained. “You could build a program
around someone with her drive. I saw a similar thing with Joanna Coe,
who was the whole package as well.”
Coe came to Rollins last fall—after earning All-South Jersey
honors while playing for the boys golf team at her high school near
Atlantic City, and setting scoring records in soccer—and immediately
propelled the Rollins team to its 12th national championship, a
team record for Division II. Coe also broke the individual scoring
record by five strokes to win the individual championship. “These
young ladies [Campbell and Coe] have never lost a national or
conference championship or a tournament of significance.” Garner
said. “All we’ve had to do is stay out of their way and let them
develop as we knew they would. Sometimes, the best coaching is
less coaching.”
Although Campbell and Coe are from the United States, the
women’s teams in recent years have been overwhelmingly interna-
tional. The 2008 championship team included, in addition to Coe, Laura
Fourdraine ’08 ’10MBA from France, Cristina Gugler ’08 from Austria,
Brianna Seo ’11 from South Korea, Surita Risseeuw ’08 from South
Africa, and Vanessa Vela ’08 from Colombia. Though some of these
students attended high school in Central Florida and knew of the College’s
prominence in competition, many international students learn about
Rollins through referrals from past players.
“The international players rely heavily on what they hear from
other players who have come over to play,” Coach Garner explained. “I
never cold call recruits. I think a potential student has to have an interest
in Rollins before we can begin a dialogue. A student-athlete here has
to be motivated and disciplined. I ask them, ‘If you couldn’t play golf,
is this where you would want to go to college?’ We have some golf
scholarships, and many players receive some academic-scholarship
assistance, but tuition is not inexpensive. We have a lot of players
who’ve agreed to pay something to come here when they could have
had a free ride elsewhere.”
The studentswhodo come toRollins for an education and to compete
for golf championships do not regret the decision. Oppenheim, in an
email from a tournament in Canada, said, “Kyle Frakes and Rollins saw
some potential in recruiting me, and I couldn’t have been happier with
my decision to go there. The College gave me a great education along
with a great opportunity to make my mark on the golf course.”
Coe hopes to play in the LPGA one day, but for the moment, she’s
simply soaking up the Rollins experience. In an interview before heading
to the U.S. Women’s Amateur in Oregon last July, she said, “I didn’t
realize how important Rollins’ size would be. In small classes, you know
your classmates and don’t feel lost. You feel connected to the
community. I’m best friends with everyone in my hall, my professors
ask me how I’m playing. It’s perfect.” 
©NCAA SPORTS
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WE SPEAK OFTEN OF “COMMUNITY” at Rollins College—a place
where students, faculty, and staff know each other; a place where the
ideal of a coherent community has a powerful impact on campus life.
But community doesn’t just happen; it must be initiated and sustained
each day by individuals through practical activities.
For more than 30 years, a prime nurturer of Rollins’ community spirit
was A. Arnold Wettstein ’06H, professor emeritus of religion and dean
emeritus of the Knowles Memorial Chapel. “The Dean” departed this
world on May 30, 2008, after 80 vibrant years, yet his wisdom,
compassion, and humor remain a permanent and humane influence
in the hearts of generations of Rollins students and colleagues.
At a College memorial service for Dean Wettstein in September, hun-
dreds of his admirers filled the Chapel where he presided for more than
two decades. “In listening to our alumni, I am struck by the wonderful
stories about Arnold. Everyone had a story to tell. And he was the best
storyteller I ever knew,” said former Rollins president Thaddeus Sey-
mour ’82HAL ’90H. Thad finished his own series of stories about Dean
Wettstein by quoting the inscription embedded in the wood of the
Chapel pulpit, dedicated to Rollins’ second president, George Morgan
Ward, but equally applicable toWettstein: “A man greatly loved, of rare
personality and ability, consecrated to the service of God, who gave
himself to the needs of others with unselfish devotion.”
Although many knewWettstein , his personality was so rich and varied
that most knew only parts of him. Probably few outside the family
knew his first name was Adelbert, after his German-American father.
His college buddies called him “Biff,” a name most would have trouble
associating with such a brilliant and distinguished man. As an under-
graduate at Princeton University, he studied medicine until deciding
that society’s most critical ills were “spiritual rather than physical.” Few
knew that he once served as a chaplain in the Navy, although many
shared his love of sailing. No one would be surprised that he was
awarded Rollins’ coveted Arthur Vining Davis Fellowship for outstanding
teaching, but not many knew he was the first to receive it, in 1971.
Wettstein’s biography is impressive. After earning an AB from
Princeton in 1948, he began his education in the ministry at Princeton
Theological Seminary and went on to receive a bachelor of divinity
degree from Union Theological Seminary, studying under two of the
greatest Protestant theologians of the 20th century, Paul Tillich and
Reinhold Niebuhr. On June 19, 1951, he was ordained into the ministry
at The Reformed Church of Hoboken, New Jersey, where his father
served as minister.
Soon after, he began graduate studies at Columbia University in
New York, but left to serve as an interim pastor at the First Presbyte-
rian Church in Cooperstown, New York, where he met his future wife,
Marguerite. He then entered military service, serving as a Navy chaplain
from 1950 to 1954. He returned to civilian ministry, eventually becoming
ordained in the United Church of Christ.
Wettstein resumed his graduate studies at McGill University,
receiving his Ph.D. in philosophy and religion in 1968. He joined the
Rollins community as assistant professor of religion and assistant dean
of the Chapel. In 1973, he was appointed dean, a position he held until
1992. Upon his retirement as a professor in 1998, he continued to teach
at Rollins and minister to others’ needs. In 2006, the College awarded
him an honorary doctorate for his long and faithful service.
B Y B O B B Y D AV I S ’ 8 2
FOR MORE THAN TWO DECADES, DEAN A. ARNOLD WETTSTEIN’S
MISSION WAS GUIDING OTHERS IN FINDING THEIR LIFE’S PURPOSE.
G R E A T
S O U L
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Wettstein was an influential religious leader. He served as president
of the National Association of College and University Chaplains, was an
activemember of the North American Paul Tillich Society of Theologians
and the First Congregational Church of Winter Park, and served as
chaplain of the Ethics Committee of the Mayflower Retirement Center
in Winter Park, where he spent his final days. He often attended services
at the Congregational Church and sometimes filled in as minister. As his
good friend and former Congregational Church minister Rev. James
Armstrong said at Wettstein’s memorial service, “When he attended, I
was always aware of his presence. I chose my words carefully, and he
listened thoughtfully. I wanted to pass that intellectual litmus test.” High
praise indeed from someone known for his powerful sermons and who
once served as head of the National Council of Churches.
But the true measure of the man was the love, affection, and
respect Wettstein inspired in others, from his fellow faculty to the
many students who sought to emulate him. Everyone remembers that
warm, baritone voice of his, as perfectly suited to the utterance of
great thoughts as to the punch lines of his jokes. For many, he will be
most remembered for the inspiring sermons that lifted the spirits and
challenged the souls of the church communities he served. Brian
Crowley ’90, who first met the dean as a student in his religion class,
said, “His were the best and most meaningful sermons I’d ever
witnessed. It has been almost 20 years, and no one has come close to
weaving substance and relevance into a homily as he could.”
Wettstein taught courses onworld religions, contemporary religious
thought, and alternative religions in America. “I took several classes
with Arnold, including a course on cults and alternative religions in
which we formed our own cult at the end of the semester—The
Wettsteinians—much to his surprise!” said Ginny Cawley-Berland ’81. “I
will always remember his infectious excitement about everything he
taught and everything he did on campus, and his smile—beatific with
a dash of mischief. He opened my eyes and broadened my very narrow
view of the world. And he helped me to see that religion and faith are
not the same thing, and do not always go hand-in-hand.”
Wettstein was ahead of his time in building bridges to represen-
tatives of other denominations. Steeped in many world religions, he
emphasized their common features and best characteristics. He
invited religious leaders of many faiths to campus for worship and
“interfaith dialogue.” During the apartheid era, he went to South Africa
as a guest of Archbishop Desmond Tutu to lecture and give sermons,
and Bishop Tutu sent his assistant pastor to speak at Rollins. Wettstein
even brought a Zen roshi (master) to campus and sponsored Zen
meditation retreats, encouraging others to learn how to apply meditation
to their own religious beliefs. “He made me feel uncomfortable at
times because of his interest in and knowledge about far Eastern
religions,” said Beth Hobbs Lannen ’79. “At that time, I suppose I
thought it was ‘sinful’ for a Christian to be delving into other religions.
Sounds silly to me now.”
“DEAN WETTSTEIN INSPIRED ME TO LOOK OUTSIDE OF MYSELF AND MY NEEDS, TO
SEE THE REAL NEEDS OF THOSE LESS FORTUNATE, AND TO DO WHATEVER SMALL
PART I CAN TO HELP ALLEVIATE THOSE NEEDS.” —GINNY CAWLEY BERLAND ’81
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Wettstein did not just preach religious ideals; he lived and
expressed them in his deeds. His spirit of tolerance, compassion, and
respect for diverse views was a guiding force at Rollins. As his former
faculty colleague Hoyt Edge said, “He was always a voice of reason
and compromise in faculty meetings. Arnold was the conscience of
the College.”
The Dean had a gift for motivating his students to learn and
exciting them about service to society. Although he always placed
students and other colleagues in the forefront, he was the driving
force behind the finals week pancake breakfasts, the World Hunger
Committee, and the concerts on behalf of Oxfam to alleviate hunger
in poverty-stricken countries. For years, Rollins’ contributions to
Oxfam outstripped those of much larger universities. He got students
involved in Daily Bread, which feeds Orlando’s homeless. For Rick
Taylor ’81, he embodied a characteristic aphorism of St. Francis of
Assisi: “Proclaim the gospel boldly, and if necessary, use words.”
Wettstein initiated service-learning courses in Jamaica,
Guatemala, Uganda, and Ghana, and helped to initiate projects for
Habitat for Humanity International—activities which have become a
centerpiece of Rollins education today. He once told an interviewer,
“Well, what inspired me was … I felt I couldn’t really teach ethics in an
affluent society very well without having a confrontation with the
problems as they really are. You just can’t come to any significant
ethical conclusions when you’re sitting in your chaise lounge or driving
your convertible to the beach.”
Though his dignity and wisdom made him a figure of reverence,
Wettstein was also “cool” in an endearing way to young people. He
accepted students’ non-academic aspirations and interests and
nurtured them intuitively. “As intelligent as Arnold Wettstein was, I will
always remember him for his ability to suspend the social mores of
what a dean of the Chapel ‘should’ be like and ‘ought’ to do, and make
decisions that were instead inspired by love,” said Woody Nash ’90.
“He knew that as architecturally impressive and sacred as the Knowles
Memorial Chapel is, it was spiritually lifeless unless it attracted and
served the Rollins community.” Perhaps one of the achievements of
which Wettstein was most proud was marrying more than 500 Rollins
alumni in the Chapel.
Wettstein had a mischievous sense of humor that endeared him
to many; he loved the theater, pranks, and witticisms, and took
pleasure in life’s everyday absurdities. At bottom, however, he was a
deeply serious man who spent his life pondering life’s greatest
mysteries, understanding and finding common ideals among the
world’s various religions, and working to help his students, his com-
munity, and the world at large to find peace and harmony. He took
pleasure in people’s differences, yet worked to help them see their
common humanity. He wanted people to take themselves less
seriously, but find serious purpose in their lives.
“Arnold loved life,” said John Langfitt ’81MS, who served as
Wettstein’s assistant dean and coordinator of the Sullivan House
campus ministry. “He enjoyed adventure as well as theological and
“ARNOLD HAD AWORLDLY
PASTORAL WISDOM THAT IN MY
MIND PLACED HIM IN THE SAME
LEAGUE AS HIS HEROES MOHANDAS
GHANDI, DIETRICH BONHOEFFER,
AND MARTIN LUTHER KING.”
—JOHN LANGFITT ’81MS
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Arnold Wettstein is survived by his wife of 54 years, Marguerite; sons, Ted and Fritz ’83; daughter,
Deborah ’77; brother, Calvin; and six grandchildren.
CONTRIBUTIONS IN MEMORY OF A. ARNOLD WETTSTEIN
may be made to the following organizations:
 Oxfam America, oxfamamerica.org, 226 Causeway St.,
5th Floor, Boston, MA 02114;
 Heifer Project International, heifer.org, 1 World Avenue,
Little Rock, AR 72202; and
 Habitat for Humanity International, habitat.org,
121 Habitat Street, Americus, GA 31709.
A WEB SITE DESIGNED BY WOODY NASH ’90 containing
remembrances of Arnold Wettstein by alumni, family, and
friends; photos; and other material related to the Dean’s life
has been established in cooperation with the Wettstein
family at arnoldwettsein.ning.com/?xgi=3o0OpT4.
DVDs OF DEAN WETTSTEIN’S MEMORIAL SERVICE
at the Knowles Memorial Chapel can be purchased for $15
from Josh Chesarek ’09HH, who filmed the proceedings for
the Alumni Relations office. Go to simplethoughtproduc-
tions.com/ 2008/09/29/arnold-wettstein-memorial/ or call
407-619-9716.
intellectual discussion. He was a peacemaker and on the cutting edge of the important
ethical issues of the day. He broadened Christianity into a world perspective. He laughed
and loved and worshiped and played, but he took us to a higher level of intellectuality
and spirituality that made us more excited about God and life.”
Not long afterWettstein died, his son Fritz ’83 had an experience that embodies the
influence the dean had on so many people. “It’s hard listening to the readings at church
and not thinking about how Dad would interpret them,” Fritz said. “I was at a service
where the minister read Matthew 10:39. ‘Jesus said: Those who find their life will lose it,
and those who lose their life for my sake will find it.’ He explained that these words were
recalled and written down at a time when an early Christian’s risk of death and possi-
bilities at martyrdom were very real. He went on to give a good lesson on bearing the
cross for Christ. Still, I sat and wondered, ‘What would my Dad say?’”
For many Rollins alumni pondering life’s mysteries in adulthood, we wonder, what
would Dean Wettstein say about that? As he always wanted us to, we must draw our
own conclusions, but our spirits are buoyed by the memory of his confidence in us. 
“ARNOLD WAS BOTH WIDE AND DEEP. HE COULD TELL YOU A STORYWITH
INCREDIBLE HISTORICAL ACCURACY, AND AT THE SAME TIME BE SITTING IN A CANOE
ANDRELATETO NATUREANDTALKABOUT THE UNIQUENESS OF ALLIGATORS.”
—DAVID “SPIKE” MCCLURE ’81
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Under the direction of Alexander Anderson, former
Chapel Choir director and member of the music faculty (1969-
1989), glorious music filled the Knowles Memorial Chapel
during the September 21, 2008 campus memorial service for
Dean Emeritus Arnold Wettstein. Shimmering notes flowed
from the Chapel’s refurbished organ and voices swelled in
musical praise from the choir of some 40 Chapel Choir alumni
who returned to sing at the service—a fitting tribute to a man
who cherished the connection between the religious services
he conducted and the sacred music that enhanced them.
Inspired and organized by former Choir member and
Rollins computer programmer Susan Curran ’76, this senti-
mental gathering drew Choir alumni from across the country.
They first convened on Saturday afternoon, the day before the
service, to reminisce about their beloved dean at an event
that held special meaning for them: a barbecue prepared by
Johnny Johnson, son of the late Johnnie Johnson, Chapel
sexton from 1953 to 1989, whose regular barbecues were a
cherished Choir tradition. “The last time we had Johnnie’s
barbeque was in 1989 during Alumni Reunion Weekend,
when Chapel Choir alumni from 1974 to 1988 were invited
back to bid farewell to Alex Anderson before he headed off
to become music master at Haileybury College in Hertford,
England,” Curran said.
Seems food was the key to the singers’ hearts—make
that voices. Curran recalled another important Choir tradition:
the Sunday morning “Donut Ministry.” “We had to show up
one hour before the Chapel service started to warm up, go
over the hymns, and rehearse one more time,” she said. ”Then
we had a short break to robe, and we had coffee, tea, OJ…and
donuts. I can’t remember who gave it the name ‘Donut
Ministry,’ but it stuck. Basically, if you fed us, we’d sing.”
After an emotional reunion at the barbecue, the Choir
alumni spent a few hours rehearsing in preparation for the
next day’s memorial service. On Sunday, you’d have thought
they had been singing together for years. And one couldn’t
help but feel the presence of the dean who so loved the sound
of music reverberating in the halls of his beloved Chapel.
As former president Thaddeus Seymour ’82HAL ’90H said
of the Choir reunion, “Thanks for this wonderful gift to all who
loved Arnold.” Bruce Barber ’82, who played the organ during
the ceremony, turned that sentiment around in his own mes-
sage: “Though sad for the occasion, the reunion of so many of
us is Arnold’s last wonderful gift to us.”  —Bobby Davis ’82
ABOVE: Former Chapel Choir
memberswho performed at Dean
Wettstein’s memorial service:
(l-r front row): Rosario Ortigao
’87MA, Susan M. Curran ’76, Dana
L. Ballinger ’84, Suellen D. Fagin-
Allen ’74, ’04MA, Ann E. Colby,
Sally K. Albrecht ’76, Myra
EdmondsonWinkler ’80MBA,
Elizabeth Frye Blossey ’78,
Alexander C. Anderson; (2nd
row) Susan Carr Weed ’81, Sylvia
Daniel Kurth, Ann Parsons Pear-
son ’79, Lynn-Marie Posenauer
Burchfield ’80, Kathy Dolamore
Gould, Anna Maria Santilli ’74,
Dagmara L. Zeidenbergs ’86,
Gerry Wolfson-Grande ’76,
Jennifer Cosby Anderson ’80,
’86MAT; (3rd row) Professor
Susan Cohn Lackman ’01MBA,
Stanley J. Cording ’77, Mark D.
Garlock ’78, Regina Rodgers
Andres ’77, Karen Marshall, Ed
Searl, Holly Rogers ’72; (back
row ) Amado J. Bobadilla ’75,
Peter D. Osborn ’84, Thomas E.
Tryon, Michael T. Shaw ’81, Don-
ald R. McCallum ’76, Linden E.
Gould ’81, Tracy L. Scott ’77,
David V. Patrick ’77, Colin Ander-
son, Bruce J. Barber II ’82,
William McLeod, Professor J.
Thomas Cook, Scott E. Galloway
’73; (missing from photo) Mary-
beth Koontz McCallum ’80, Rev.
Dr. RodneyW. Pinder, Jr. ’76
Choir alumni return to
SING THE DEAN HOME
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A portrait of our planet would likely depict
vivid blue seas and swirling white clouds, but
no accurate likeness of Earth can omit human
beings from the picture. Think of this: it wasn’t
until approximately 1800 that the world’s
population reached one billion, but it took
only 130 years to add the next billion, 30 years
to add the third, and 15 years to add the fourth.
In four more years, the world’s population is
anticipated to reach 14 billion. The pressure of
such a sizeable human presence can be either a
powerful source of positive change or a potential
source of destruction. Rollins students and faculty
are passionate about facing the challenge and about
leaving future generations with a landscape brighter than
their own. What they are learning in Rollins classrooms and
experiencing on the Rollins campus is helping them to paint
that greener tomorrow.
P A I N T I N G A
GREENER
ROLL INS
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CONVERGING PATHS:
SUSTAINABILITY AT ROLLINS
ROLLINS STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF HAVE INITIATED A
WIDE RANGE OF ACTIVITIES TO CONSERVE ENERGY ANDWATER
USAGE, AND TO REDUCE THE COLLEGE’S CARBON FOOTPRINT
By Warren Miller ’90MBA
SUSTAINABILITY HAS BEEN DEFINED AS “meeting the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”
Rollins’ actions toward that goal are the result of a convergence of institutional
commitment, student activism, and vendor participation. And they’re changing the
College in perceptible ways.
It’s hard to miss the influence of “green” practices on everyday campus life. You
might start the day with buying a cup of Fair Trade coffee in the dining hall—served
either in a “Reuse, Reduce, and Recycle” mug from Sodexo (the contractor that
operates Rollins Dining Services) or in a biodegradable, non-Styrofoam container.
Cristina Cabanilla, director of operations for Rollins Dining Services, met more than
a year ago with student members of campus groups, including EcoRollins, to explore
what could be done to reduce waste. “It’s a trend across the entire country,” said
Cabanilla, who previously directed operations for Sodexo at Belmont College in Nashville.
“We started Green Day at Rollins to create a calendar of events to reduce waste and
serve the community.”
Green Day has evolved into a program that extends beyond using only
biodegradable containers and serving tools (such as corn-based forks and spoons) to
social involvement. Last October, Dining Services held its first “Grounds for Growth”
day, putting dry, used coffee grounds into bags to be used as plant food. Its “Million
Meal Challenge” sells cookies for $1.25 each, of which $.25 will go to Second Harvest
Food Bank to feed needy families in the area. Dining Services donates food andmoney
to Second Harvest, as well as leftover food to the Food Bank’s subsidiary Second
Helpings. “It’s so exciting,” Cabanilla said. “I’ve never had the opportunity to be so
involved with community activities, and at a place that’s so into these efforts.”
Vendor activity is an area in which the College can have a huge impact in a short
amount of time, said Lori Voorhees, the College’s purchasing manager. “We’re putting
‘green’ language in our requests for proposals and asking all our vendors, ‘What are you
doing for our environment?’” she said.
The College has purchased hybrid cars for the administrators who drive College-
owned vehicles. And the copier paper for many parts of campus operations now is
made from recycled materials. “That’s a big issue,” Voorhees explained, “because 100
percent recycled paper costs $36 a case, versus virgin paper at $28 per case.”
Perhaps the biggest environmental—and lifestyle—impact coming out of the
purchasing area is the new front-loading washingmachines in all Rollins residence halls.
“Front-loading washing machines use 15 gallons per wash instead of the 34 gallons
that top-loadingmachines use,” Voorhees said. “With an average of about 42,900 loads
per year, that’s a savings of 800,000 gallons per year. In addition to the strain on the
Kevin Dixon ’09
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environment, water costs the College $5 per thousand gallons.” One
challenge, however, is educating students to use the two teaspoons
of detergent that front-loading washers require, instead of the cup
required by standard machines. That’s become a job for the LEAD
team and EcoRollins.
STUDENTS TAKE THE LEAD IN CAMPUS ECO EFFORTS
Student activism has played a key role in most campus
initiatives at Rollins. EcoRollins, founded in the 1990s with the
encouragement of then-Vice President George Herbst, specializes
in promoting recycling and showing students how to think green.
“We’re trying to make it an obvious and normal thing to be more
sustainable in our daily habits,” said Kelly Rolfes-Haase ’09, a leader
of EcoRollins and veteran of campus green projects.
Recycling at Rollins is run largely by students, who collect the
bags into which students empty their “blue bins” containing glass
bottles, aluminum cans, cardboard and newsprint, and take the bags
to centralized points on campus for processing. The six student
recycling coordinators (up from two when the program began in
1999) are paid Rollins employees. “It’s a really fun job!” Rolfes-Haase
said sarcastically. “We had to start the year by washing out the
recycling bins, which had been stored in heat over the summer.
Some hadmold the science departments would love to have studied!”
Every student room has a black wastebasket and a blue bin for
recycling, side by side. “That makes it just as easy to do the right
thing as the wrong thing,” said Scott Bitikofer, the College’s director
of facilities management.
To raise awareness about doing the right thing, each year
EcoRollins and the Recycling Program team up with other student
organizations to host campus celebrations of America Recycles Day
and Earth Day. Last fall, EcoRollins sponsored an awareness-
building ping-pong tournament at the Cornell Campus Center. “We
had cards on every table that gave nominal facts,” said Rolfes-
Haase, “such as that plastic bags can take 1,000 years to disintegrate
in landfill.”
“EcoRollins and the other student efforts have tremendous
credibility on campus,” said Ann Francis ’01HH, an administrative
assistant in the environmental studies department and the staff
adviser to EcoRollins and the Recycling Program. “It’s not a bunch
of authority figures telling students what to do. It’s peer pressure to
help the planet, and it’s incredibly effective.”
A year ago, EcoRollins saw the culmination of its largest project
to date: the installation of solar panels on the roof of the Bush
Science Center. The proposal to install solar panels, which provide 2
kilowatts of power each day to power the building’s fluorescent lights,
originated with student members of EcoRollins, who completed the
project under the guidance of Associate Professor of Environmental
Studies Joseph Siry.
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Student members of EcoRollins and the Rollins College Recycling Program
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COOL CONCEPTS CREATE NEW ENERGY
ON CAMPUS
Rollins’ investment in technology—in particular,
its new centralized air-handling plants—may be the
area in which the College becomes a leader in
sustainability. A plan to replace air-conditioning units
at each building with two centralized plants started
10 years ago with a plant on the east side of the
campus; the second plant, near Ward Hall, became
operational earlier this year.
“We’re now distributing chilled water to cool air
on a centralized basis,” Bitikofer explained. “That’s
allowed us to accomplish several things. We
eliminated old equipment in one big move and now
maintain one efficient plant. Instead of operating
multiple units that ran at low loads, we now have
equipment that operates at optimum capacity. The
Ward Hall plant also allows us to harvest heat that’s
rejected by the chiller to produce hot water and
power heat pumps, and that allows us to avoidwasting
natural gas in a boiler to do the same thing.”
The center of the chillwater system is a new
cooling tower that uses electromagnetic precipitation
to crystalize metals and kill bacteria in the water. By
eliminating biocides, Bitikofer’s department also
eliminated the need for anti-
scale chemicals to counter the
corrosion caused by biocides.
The cost of the tower was
$30,000. Since the College was
spending $3,000 a month on
chemicals, and more to treat
wastewater, Bitikofer estimates
that the payback will occur in
only eight months.
“The chemical-free, electri-
cal field around the tower’s
pipes precipitates chemicals
out of the water in crystal form,
which then are pulled out by a
sand filter,” he explained.
“Without the chemicals, after
three or four cycles, the water
can go straight to a retention
pond, instead of into city sewers.
It’s nice when something that’s
good for the environment also
is economical.”
The next area in which
those goals will be combined is the use of sensors to
shut down air-handling and lighting systems in rooms
and hallways when no one’s present. When the 170
West Fairbanks Building was renovated last year,
sensors were installed to control air handling.
According to Bitikofer, the programwill be expanded
to all new construction and renovation on campus. “I
believe that occupancy sensors are the next big
wave,” he said. “Going forward, we’ll use them for
lighting and HVAC everywhere.”
Many of the improvements designed to increase
sustainability were incorporated in the $8.5-million
renovation of Ward Hall that was completed in 2007
and has received national acclaim. Earlier this year,
University Business magazine named Ward Hall a
runner-up in its “Dorms of Distinction” feature. In
addition, the Associated Press highlighted the Ward
Hall renovation in an article about environmentally
friendly college construction that was reprinted in
dozens of newspaper around the country. “If we had
another building like this, we would fill it up instantly,”
former Rollins Vice President for Business and Finance
and Treasurer George Herbst told an AP reporter last
July. “The students want to be there. They like the idea
of the work we have done with sustainability.”
TAKING THE PATH TO CULTURE CHANGE
A standing committee, the Committee on
Environmental and Sustainability Issues (CESI), was
formed this year to develop a comprehensive plan
and programs to implement it throughout College
operations.Composedof faculty,
staff, students, and adminis-
trators, CESI is chaired by
Steve Neilson, former dean
of student affairs who now
serves as a special assistant to
the president. “Our first task is
to take inventory of all the
thingswe’redoingnow,”Neilson
said. “We need tomeasure our
carbon footprint and then
develop a strategic plan. Un-
less we have a plan, different
proposals will be competing
with each other for resources.”
Sustainability ultimately
requires not only a plan, but
changing the philosophy and
behavior of each member of
the Rollins community. The
challenge to organizations on
campus—from the president’s
office to student groups like
EcoRollins—is to make people
aware that “green” is the sum of everyday, conscious
choices in each person’s actions. “We often have two
paths—like the blue recycling bins and black garbage
cans in each residence hall room,” Bitikofer said.
“When you want to throw something away, which
do you take?” 
KELLY ROLFES-HAASE ’09:
Kelly Rolfes-Haase, who was
raised primarily in Gunnison,
Colorado, has been a leader
in the student-led initiative
EcoRollins her entire career
at Rollins. She says she was
motivated to do her part by
a human ecology course she
took with Gay Biery-Hamilton,
associate professor of anthro-
pology, who now is her adviser.
The course, she said, made
her aware of the ways in
which people can affect the
environment. An anthropology
major and member of the
women’s cross-country team,
Rolfes-Haase plans to apply
for a Fulbright Scholarship
to study in Germany as a
teaching assistant. “My proj-
ect proposal is to study the
differences in environmental
efforts between Germany and
the United States,” she said.
“People in Germany are so
much more aware of how
they can take care of the
environment through recycling
and energy efficiency.”
krolfeshaase@rollins.edu
G R E E N T H U M B
Cristina Cabanilla is spearheading green
initiatives for Rollins Dining Services, from the
use of biodegradable containers to the
bagging of used coffee grounds for plant food.
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FOOD AND SUSTAINABILITY
ROLLINS STUDENTS FOLLOW THE
FOOD CHAIN TO IT SOURCE DURING
A YEARLONG IMMERSION COURSE
By Leigh Brown Perkins
WHEN LIFE GIVES YOU LEMONS, make lemons aid your
understanding of sustainable agriculture.
That lemon was the starting point, figuratively speaking,
for environmental studies faculty Lee Lines and Barry Allen
when they developed the first-of-its-kind experimental
immersion curriculum for first-year students, entitled Down to
Earth orOut to Lunch: TheUnseen Landscapeof Food inAmerica.
“When you hold up a lemon in class, it’s something tangible,
something directly in their experience,” Lines said. “When you
start asking questions about the lemon, students are inherently
interested:Where were lemons first domesticated?What is the
carbon footprint to get that lemon to the grocery store? It’s
just a lemon, but it’s rich with questions. It’s natural to link food
with the study of sustainable development. Everyone can relate
to food.”
Thirteen first-year students, hand-picked from60applicants,
participated in the project. Not only did they study the material for the
entire semester and travel together, they also lived together inWard Hall.
They shared the same two professors, too: Lines and Allen composed
the entire faculty for the semester.
“The idea was to create an interdisciplinary learning community that
could focus on one overarching issue for a whole semester,” Lines said.
“Everything we learned about agriculture and geography and politics
relates to a larger set of ideas, all going back to sustainability.”
They concurrently studied Landscapes of the AmericanWest (Lines
is a geographer), Culture and Agriculture, The Environmental Crisis, and
Political Economy of Food in America (Allen is an economist). Senior
Kassy Holmes, one of the course’s peer mentors, said the range of topics
encouraged her to think more deeply: “I now see the link between what
is on my plate and the social, economic, political, and environmental
implications of its ingredients more clearly.”
OUR CONTEMPORARY CRISIS
It’s the catchphrase of the decade and the heart of this curriculum,
but just what is sustainability?
According to Lines, sustainability is a way of life or of doing business
that doesn’t compromise the ability of future generations to have a
clean, healthy, rich environment. Rollins incorporated sustainable
development into its curriculum as a minor in 2000, pairing environmental
studies with international business.
“For the first time, we brought together students who would not
ordinarily be together—international business students and environmental
studies students—and we developed coursework that meshed these two
of their interests,” Allen said.
It is that interconnectedness that makes sustainable agriculture
compelling enough to fill an entire curriculum for students with disparate
backgrounds and academic interests. But Allen thinks today’s generation
of students also understands the urgency of the topic. “This is the most
important issue for the world right now; it’s our contemporary crisis,”
Allen said. “If you scratch deep enough and hard enough, the
environmental crisis is at the root of almost every global problem we’re
facing. Our students understand that you can’t live a moral life if you’re
not trying to make the world a better place.”
And so our lemon metaphor becomes a moral concern when the
questions begin: Were the farm workers treated ethically? Was the
landscape treated with fertilizers and pesticides? Do policies benefit
large-scale agriculture to the detriment of small growers? How do rising
shipping costs affect the American diet? And on and on the questions
come.
Sarah Griffis ’10 said she began to ask herself these hard questions,
and not just about thematerial related to the course, “but almost everything,
including the social constructs that have made us who we are.”
FIELD STUDY, LITERALLY
Often, the big field trip takes place at the end of a course, leaving
little time to discuss its impact. The centerpiece of the Rollins College
Conference (RCC) course, The Environmental Crisis, was a trip to
California—the epicenter of sustainable agriculture in America—and it
was taken early in the semester. The class visited organic farms and
orchards, the Ferry Plaza Farmers Market in San Francisco, Point Reyes
National Seashore, and Muir Woods National Monument. “This trip
grounded everything we were learning in a direct set of experiences,”
Lines said. “Students were digging in the soil and pulling up potatoes.
Real field work. Some students had never picked a fruit off a tree before
that trip to California. We visited organic vineyards and an organic dairy.
It took the theoretical and made it concrete.”
Even though traveling in a small band automatically creates a
certain level of familiarity, the two professors had opposing views
about how much to share with students on the trip. Lines kept his
personal convictions private, not wanting to make students feel as
though he was proselytizing to them about the “right” way to live a
sustainable life. “I even tried to hide the fact that I was a vegetarian,”
he said, “because my goal was only to have them be more mindful of
food and to have an awareness of how food gets from the farm to the
Environmental Studies professors Barry Allen (l ) and Lee Lines (center) in Cali-
fornia with students in the experimental course Down to Earth or Out to Lunch
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plate, not necessarily to change the way they live.”
Allen, on the other hand, felt obligated to share
his environmental ethic. “That’s one of the reasons
why Lee and I are an effective team,” Allen said. “We
take very different approaches and we even disagree
in class, but wemake it clear that wewant the students
to feel free to argue with us, and with each other, too.
That’s a great learning strategy.”
This RCC was not a tag-teaching experiment; it
was actual co-teaching and, therefore, co-learning.
When Lines was handing out his syllabus, Allen was
just another student highlighting the reading list.
When Allen lectured about the impact of cheap
energy, Lines was taking notes just like all the other
students. “I learned a lot about food,” Lines said. “I
had never read the things Barry wanted us to read
and I had a lot of questions. It injected a lot of
energy into the class, because the students jumped
into the fray. They were actively shaping the course
as it was unfolding because it was built around
their questions, and our questions, most of which
didn’t have easy answers. There’s an intrinsic mo-
tivation for students to stay interested until they
can find those answers. We had some really stellar
conversations.”
That Lines-Allen chemistry is born of more than
50 off-campus trips (14 taught together) with students
over the three collective decades the professors have
taught at Rollins. Both said the RCC course stands
apart as extraordinary. “I’ve never had a teaching
experience like this before,” Lines said. “It shows that
you don’t have to teach the traditional way. If you
experiment and provide a sense of adventure, you can
create really valuable learning experiences.”
PLANTING A SEED
So did the lemon metaphor change students’
lives? Many have soured on eating meat (too heavy a
carbon footprint to justify a hamburger any more).
Many have taken to locavore eating (choosing food
grown or produced within a 100-mile radius of
home). And all have become more mindful of where
their food comes from. “I am more inquisitive about
food and our food supply in the U.S. and I often find
myself asking the questions we talked about in class
when I am at the grocery store, a restaurant, or even
a family meal,” said environmental studies major
Rachel Almengual ’09, who was a peer mentor for
the course. “I also make my friends and family more
aware so they can make more educated choices in
the future.”
“Eating is a political act,” Allen said. “Changing
our eating habits is one important way to make a
difference in the world.” 
LESLIE KEMP POOLE ’91MLS:
Leslie Poole, an adjunct fac-
ulty member in environmental
studies in the Hamilton Holt
School and a member of the
School’s Board of Advisors, is
pursuing a Ph.D. in history at
the University of Florida.
Formerly a reporter for the
Orlando Sentinel, where her
portfolio included some
environmental coverage,
Poole is focusing her doctoral
thesis on the role of women in
20th-century environmental
activism in Florida. “Women
were doing behind-the-scenes
work, as well as standing in
front of the organizations,”
she said. “There were women
on the executive committee
of the Florida Audubon Society
very early on, for example.”
Poole was one of the founding
board members of Equinox,
an environmental documentary-
film company whose current
project, the film In Marjorie’s
Wake, in which Poole and
writer-composer Jennifer Chase
track the travels of writer
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings ’39H
on the St. Johns River, is
earning rave reviews.
lpoole@rollins.edu
G R E E N T H U M B
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THE GENIUS RESERVE PROJECT
WHERE THERE IS MUCH TO LEARN ON A QUIET WALK
THROUGH OLD FLORIDA
By Leigh Brown Perkins
TUCKED AMONG THREE LAKES under a history of magnificent old
trees, the Genius Reserve is a birder’s field guide come to life.
A rare wood stork trolls the shallows, feeling for minnows. A glossy
anhinga warms its wings in the sun while a grackle makes a clacky fuss
from a sweet bay branch. Astonishingly, even a peacock struts in the
dappled undergrowth. Nesting, feeding, or simply passing through,
more than 100 species of birds have been spotted on the property, and
that’s just the way those in charge of its careful restoration hoped it
would be.
“The Genius Reserve project is a five-year plan to restore the area
to the way it looked 100 years ago,” said Bruce Stephenson, professor
of environmental studies and project manager. “We’ve reached all
our goals and inventoried all of our plant species and restored seven
of the eight acres inundated with non-native species. We’ve really
accomplished something here.”
In 2002, the Rollins faculty developed a management plan for the
48-acre site, with support from the Elizabeth Morse Genius Foundation.
The plan focused on transforming the property into a working
laboratory of ecological restoration. Areas dominated by exotic
species would be returned to a more natural state. An abandoned
aviary would be transformed into a nursery, where native plants could
be propagated and planted. The landscape would bridge the distance
between civilization and the natural world.
The plan succeeded.
In its five-year cycle, more than 2,000 native trees and shrubs
were planted by Rollins students and volunteers from the Orange
Audubon Society. Cleared sections have been carefully maintained.
Restoration has begun on existing orange and banana groves. There
are also lemon, grapefruit, and kumquat trees growing fragrant along
meandering paths.
The property has a long connection to Rollins. It was once
owned by one of Winter Park’s founding fathers, Charles Hosmer
Morse, who planted the groves and built the local landmark called
Genius Drive, a winding scenic roadway through the property that
took in views of Lakes Berry, Mizell, and Virginia. The parcel was later
owned by Rollins president Hugh McKean ’30 ’72H and his wife,
Jeannette Genius McKean ’62H, who transformed Wind Song, as it
was known, into a botanical oasis. It was McKean who brought in
the peacocks. “It really is a slice of Old Florida, not unlike Marjorie
Kinnan Rawling’s [’39H] Cross Creek,” Stephenson said. “This property
has a story to tell about our local history. Restoring it is a cultural
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and ecological and aesthetic proj-
ect, not just a landscape project.”
It’s also a community-building
project. Since September 2007, the
Orange Audubon Society, the local
branch of the national conservation
organization, has been conducting monthly bird
surveys of year-round and migratory species that
use the Reserve for breeding or foraging.
Rollins students, including evening students
from the Hamilton Holt School, help in these areas
too, but they also approach the landscape academ-
ically. Students analyze the site and design areas for
restoration, clearing one section at a time and
making careful data comparisons as they progress.
Stephenson said an education in environmental
studies—or biology, or film, or art, for that matter—
would be incomplete without this kind of hands-on
experience. “It is essential for our
students to be conversant in
restoration, to get their hands
dirty in restoration, otherwise this is
just a pretty pastoral model without
teeth. It would have no impact.”
Their hands-on efforts recently gained notice by
1000 Friends of Florida, a statewide nonprofit organi-
zation that presents an annual award for innovative
growth management efforts. The group presented its
Better Community Award to the Genius Reserve last
June. Charles Pattison, president of 1000 Friends,
called it a model for community education in action.
“This is a well-planned and implemented effort to
restore and protect an important piece of open space
in an urban setting,” Pattison said. “It shows what a
committed group of people can accomplish with
vision and a workable plan.” 
KAREN KEIM ’74: In a
sustainability project focusing
on colleges, Karen Keim, a
master’s degree candidate at
Harvard University, used her
alma mater as a case study,
proposing that Rollins College
create a “green fund” to build
capital-investment seed
money. The starting point for
this project was a proposal to
“green up” Rollins by achieving
lowered consumption and
emissions with corresponding
reductions in operating costs
for the College. “Green funds
are being established at
colleges and universities on a
global basis,” Keim said.
“The financial constraints
many colleges and universities
are coping with may be
substantially assisted by green
projects that will lower costs
with minimal investment,
and in some cases, without
spending a dime. Ultimately,
such capital-investment
projects would substantially
reduce the operating costs of
the College, improve learning,
and promote better health.”
At Harvard University, Keim
explained, the initial capital
outlay for energy-saving
renovations and conversion
to environmentally friendly
products has obtained, on
average, a 37 percent return
on investment. Rollins is
looking at the possibility of
adopting such a program in
the future.
kdkeim@fas.harvard.edu
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HANDS-ON
ENVIRONMENTALISM
PROFESSOR JOSEPH SIRY BELIEVES IMMERSION IN
IS THE KEY TO ENGAGING STUDENTS
By Warren Miller ’90MBA
RON PRESSWOOD ’85 was working as an engineer with the City of
Satellite Beach in Brevard County, Florida in 2004 when a series of
hurricanes devastated the area’s beaches and dunes. Fortunately, he had
stayed in close touch with his Rollins faculty adviser, Associate
Professor of Environmental Studies Joseph Siry.
That connection resulted in Siry’s bringing a group of his students
to teamwith Presswood to restore the dunes. “We used techniques that
had been tried successfully at Galveston Beach,” said Siry of the
Rollins service project. “Two classes in coastal conservation went to the
dunes to install a low-flow, on-demand fertilizer/irrigation system to get
plants started in the harsh, saltwater environment. Those plants have
helped to stabilize the dunes.”
P r e s s w o o d h a d
i n tended to become a
developer after college—
that is, until he took Siry’s
Living on the Cusp: Moral
and Ethical Issues course.
“That course changed my
whole approach—not only
to environmental science,
but to everything,” said
Presswood, who now is an
environmental consultant
based in Houston, Texas. “Dr.
Siry has inspired me in so
many different areas.”
Siry’s combination of
hands-on field work and a
spirit of activism, in his own
life and in that of his stu-
dents, has affected the
course of sustainability at
Rollins and in the state.
A recent example is the
installation of solar panels
on the roof of the Bush Science Center, a project that originated as
a proposal from Siry’s students. “A small group of students who were
involved with the student initiative EcoRollins proposed their plan to the
College administration, and they were receptive to the idea” Siry
recalled. “The students spent four years studying how best to achieve
their goals and, in the end, the project was very successful. It’s saving
the College money and reducing our impact on the environment.”
Siry took a leave of absence from teaching from 1999 through 2002
to work with the Natural Resources Defense Council to create the Florida
Climate Alliance. During the leave, he helped assemble a coalition of local
and county governments, businesses, churches, and environmental
organizations to pressure the State government to write an action plan
for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. “Florida was the center of the
problem of global warming,” Siry explained. “No place was going to be
as affected by a rise in sea level as we were. And even though states like
California, North Carolina, and New York had policies, Florida didn’t.”
While this was a huge accomplishment, Siry is proudest of his
continuing efforts to involve Rollins students in the rebuilding of New
Orleans. Since the winter following the devastation caused by Hurri-
Sara Shaw ’07 and Scott Bianconi ’07 at Satellite Beach, Florida
Associate Professor of Environmental Studies
Joe Siry with students in his Eco-Justice course.
FIELDWORK
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FAY PAPPAS ’09: “I believe that
the first step to resolving conflict
is to understand it. To promote
this understanding, four years
ago I established the FORUM, a
nonpartisan public talk series
devoted to bringing all sides of a
controversial issue to campus
for an open dialogue with the
community. One of our events, a
week-long forum on social injustice,
inspired Associate Professor of
Environmental Studies Joe Siry
to approach me with the concept
building on the FORUM and its
goals of education and social
action by creating a course
focused on environmental issues.
Thus was born Eco-Justice
205J. Launched in fall 2008,
the experimental course was
designed as a “boot camp” for
activists that would provide
in-depth information about all
sides of serious environmental
issues and then challenge students
to put that knowledge to use to
affect meaningful change.
Students would be divided into
teams, each tackling a particular
issue by organizing a forum to
discuss the topic and then
immersing themselves in a related
case of social injustice with the
goal of helping to solve it.
Eco-Justice surpassed all of
our expectations. After investi-
gating with my six-person team
the plight of uninsured ex-farm
workers around Lake Apopka,
Florida’s most polluted body of
water, I was profoundly changed
by the social injustice I came
across. The community forum
we organized to bring this injustice
out into the open attracted the
attention of local politicians and
the ACLU. We went on to estab-
lish an internship for students at
the Apopka Farmworkers
Association and raise nearly
$1700 in 10 days to provide 196
farm-worker families Thanksgiving
turkeys. And our efforts are con-
tinuing: Projects to provide free
dental checkups, expand a
community health clinic, and
even arrange a baby shower for
expecting farm workers are in the
works—all this after the class has
officially ended. Due to the course’s
success, a second course on advo-
cacy is being offered this spring.
What’s truly incredible about
this “experiment” in social entre-
preneurship on campus is that
the “Farm Worker Group” was
just one of four amazing teams.
The others took on the pressing
issues of water scarcity, equal
rights in education, and global
warming. In August of 2008, 21
students, half of whom were only
freshmen, didn’t know what to
expect from this “unique” course
for which they had registered. By
December, we had not only used
our education to empower others,
but had shown ourselves that we
have the power to do things we
never thought possible. Now that
is real hope for the future.”
—Fay Pappas ’09
fpappas@rollins.edu
Fay O. Pappas is a senior in the
Honors Degree Program majoring in
political science and minoring in cre-
ative writing. In addition to launching
the FORUM, she co-founded the
Rollins Undergraduate Research
Journal, and oversaw a revival of the
Brushing Art & Literary Journal, serving
as its editor-in-chief. A 2008 national
finalist for the Harry S. Truman
Scholarship for public service, Pappas
is currently a fellow at the Center for
the Study of the Presidency in Wash-
ington, D.C. and an active member of
the Roosevelt Institution, the nation’s
first student-run think-tank, where
she serves on the editorial board and
edits “The Policy Farm Team” blog.
She hopes to attend the University of
Virginia School of Law in the fall.
cane Katrina in 2005, he and Professor of Chemistry Larry Eng-Wilmot
have taken Rollins students, as well as faculty and staff, to New Orleans
during winter breaks to rebuild homes for Habit for Humanity, working as
part of the AmeriCorps volunteer program.
This kind of service-learning project, according to Siry, is not simply an
opportunity to help others. It’s an important step toward engagement, the
integration of scientific theory and human behavior, or what has become
known in the discipline as social ecology. “The classroom seemed to be
confining to what I wanted to teach,” Siry explained. “I began to realize
that problems in environmental studies are as much social problems as
scientific problems. Rollins College hasmade a huge commitment to com-
munity engagement and leadership and has provided the resources to
support service-learning classes, such as transportation to project sites.”
According to Siry’s former student Leslie Kemp Poole ’91MLS (see
sidebar, p. 27), “Joe is a passionate and committed professor as well as
environmental activist. That rubs off on his students. They know how
interested he is in them and the environment. He sets an example that
inspires students by not just teaching out of a book. He’s helping
students have their own experiences.” 
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NEW URBANISM AND
THE DEATH OF SPRAWL
ROLLINS PROFESSOR BELIEVES AN EXEMPLARY
FLORIDA NEIGHBORHOOD COULD SAVE THEWORLD
By Leigh Brown Perkins
FOR HALF A CENTURY, if the American dream had an address, it
would have looked like this: Big house on a big lot with big cars in a
big garage.
The mortgage on that dream address appears to have come due.
Because of the economic and environmental realities of our time,
Americans have begun to question how and where they live. Many
people believe the answer is a movement called New Urbanism, a
systematic approach to city planning intended to do away with sprawl
and urban blight. The state of Florida is at the forefront of that
movement, and Rollins Professor of Environmental Studies Bruce
Stephenson is one of its most well-known proponents.
“Florida is actually the birthplace of New Urbanism,” said Stephenson,
director of the Rollins College Hamilton Holt School’s Environmental &
Growth Management Studies program and one of the founding
members of the Florida Congress for New Urbanism, which has held is
annual statewide meeting at Rollins the past four years. Florida has
more New Urbanist projects completed or planned than any other
state, including the prototype, Seaside, the Panhandle town designed
25 years ago by architects Andrés Duany ’95H and Elizabeth Plater-
Zyberk ’95H. It was described by TIME magazine then as “the most
astounding design achievement of its era.”
“New Urbanism” is Duany and Plater-Zyberk’s fresh take on an old
concept, popularized in the 1920s by architect John Nolen, who
designed St. Petersburg. Stephenson wrote the book Visions of Eden
about Nolen’s revolutionary concepts. At the heart of both Nolen and
New Urban developments is the kind of charm found in America’s
quaint small towns: front porches, perfectly scaled architecture, town
squares, shady walks, convivial hometown ambience. But there is more
to New Urbanism than pretty buildings. Each community is constructed
with clearly defined precepts, required by code: walkability, connectivity,
mixed-use buildings, increased density, smart transportation, sustain-
ability, and easy access to a higher quality of life—culture, sport,
education, religion, entertainment, and nature.
The car is noticeably, and purposefully, in the background.
“In New Urbanism, walking is the main form of transportation,”
Stephenson said. “It’s living like the Europeans do. We have to get out
of our cars in America.”
Tomake this feasible, NewUrbandevelopers build denser communities
around a central shopping area so basic services, schools, and entertain-
ment are within a 10-minute walk of every residence. Making mass transit
like streetcars and light-rail service available so residents don’t have to rely
on cars to commute to work is also part of every New Urban plan.
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Professor of Environmental Studies Bruce Stephenson gives students
a tour of the New Urbanist community of Baldwin Park in Orlando.
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It’s a concept that works particularly well in
sunny Florida. More than 500 of the 2,000 New
Urban projects in this country are in the Sunshine
State, including Disney’s Celebration and the Martha
Stewart neighborhood Avellino in Windermere.
Stephenson has acted as consultant for the
redevelopment of Winter Springs as well as the City
ofWinter Park. He not only believes in New Urbanism
as a civic pursuit and as an academic subject (he
has used Orlando-area New Urban neighborhoods
as case studies for Rollin College Conference
courses and environmental studies classes), he lives
it, at Baldwin Park. Like other New Urban spaces,
Stephenson’s neighborhood is a carefully designed
mixed-use, non-car-dependent cluster of homes,
with porches, green spaces, playgrounds, and sidewalks.
“I live in paradise,” he said. “It takes me four
minutes to walk to Publix and two minutes to walk
to a park. Better still, it’s a 10-minute walk to an Irish
pub! I’m staying healthy, saving money, living a
really high-quality life. And the more global benefit
is that I’m not supporting foreign oil, not adding to
the traffic on I-4, not degrading our environment.”
Proponents of New Urbanism, like Stephenson,
believe smart design can ameliorate more of society’s
ills than just traffic congestion and sprawl. They say
it will fostermore community activism and connection
because neighbors will actually see and interact with
each other rather than merely passing in a drive-by.
They say it will reduce the number of animals and
plants on the endangered species list because habitat
preservation is part of the New Urban ethos. They
even believe it will solve America’s childhood
obesity problem.
“When kids cannot visit friends, a park or the
library without parental chauffeurs, they are
deprived of the most elemental social experiences,”
Stephenson wrote in a 2005 editorial in theOrlando
Sentinel. He identified inactivity and obesity as “the
product of addiction, in part, the lure of an auto-
oriented lifestyle that trades health and vitality for
convenience and the illusion of safety.”
While it’s hard to argue with the idea of breaking
our dependence on oil and building lots of lovely,
active neighborhoods that are priced fairly for any
budget, opponents say New Urbanists are experi-
menting in social engineering, one cheerful, glossy
block at a time. They point to the restrictive rules and
codes necessary for maintaining such a polished
paradise—even the house numbersmust be of a certain
size and type in most New Urban communities—and
the forced closeness of denser neighborhoods as
being contrary to the American way. They say such
perfectionism is creepy, conformist, antiseptic. After
all, Seaside, in its pastel-painted splendor, was used
as the setting for the dystopian film The Truman
Show, the perfect movie set of a perfect movie set.
To most, though, the appeal is undeniable. In
fact, the popularity of New Urban developments
often prevents the kind of equitable pricing
intended in their charter (the lowest-priced listing
on a recent Seaside real-estate site was $1.2 million).
Even those who support New Urban developments
admit affordability is an issue. Randall G. Holcombe,
DeVoe Moore Professor of Economics at Florida
State University, quoted in the book Planning in
Paradise said, “Wherever they’ve been built, New
Urbanist enclaves tend to be marked by exclusivity
and escalating costs of living, pushing housing costs
beyond the reach of many.”
New Urbanismmay not be Utopia for everyone,
but it is taking hold as both a style and as a civic
movement. Even modernists and nonconformists
who hate the Pleasantville vibe of New Urban
neighborhoods have to agree with its principles
when it comes to environmental impact. No matter
howmany energy-saving light bulbs you buy or how
well insulated your house is, you’re not living green
if you’re making 10 trips a day in your car.
“New Urbanists advocate the best solution:
global warming will be solved bywalking,” Stephenson
said. “It’s the answer to our energy crisis, our health
crisis, our environmental crisis. Change your habitat
and you change the world.” 
BENJAMIN PRINCE ’03:
Inspired by his service-learning
experiences at Rollins,
Benjamin Prince decided to
enter the Peace Corps after
graduation. He was assigned
to Belize, where he worked
on community development
and education in a rural village.
Since then, he has worked in
environmental education for
organizations such as
Northwest Youth Corps while
managing to fit in some
personal travel, including
hiking the Appalachian Trail
and trips to Central America
and Southeast Asia. His
latest adventure, however, will
require Prince to stay put in
the States for a while. In fall
2008, he was accepted into
the University of Texas gradu-
ate program in community
and regional planning. “My
goal is a career that integrates
the principles of equity and
environmentalism into a viable
economic framework,” Prince
said. “The field of community
planning is ripe for the application
of creative ideas originating
from fields as diverse as
anthropology, business, and,
of course, environmental
studies. I have chosen to focus
on the growing importance
of water resource as a tool for
directing long-range planning.”
Texasprince80@hotmail.com
(Prince is pictured above in
the Enchantments mountain
range in Central Washington,
where he conducted trail
work with Northwest Youth
Corps, Summer 2007)
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DELVING DEEPER INTO THE GREEN
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT COURSES MIX
ENVIRONMENTALISMWITH GOOD BUSINESS
By Leigh Brown Perkins
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT COURSES are as common now on
college campuses as recycling bins, but Rollins College was at the
vanguard more than 20 years ago, offering some of the first sustainable
development classes in the country.
Sustainable development—an academic intersection of environ-
mental studies and international business—has been taught at Rollins
since 1986 and the campus was the first to develop a sustainable
development program in Costa Rica. “Up until then, no one had organized
a program that would bring environmental studies and international
business students together,” said Associate Professor of Environmental
Studies Barry Allen. “It works because it brings those different viewpoints
together and the required field work also allows students to see these
issues in practice.”
Although sustainable development courses center on business
and environmental studies, they encompass multiple disciplines on
campus: political science, languages, Latin American and Caribbean
studies, anthropology, literature, economics, geography. For instance,
the sustainable development and the environment minor examines the
concept of sustainability in the context of the global economy, with
firsthand experience gained during a Costa Rican field study where
students learn about the convergence of agriculture, tourism, and ecology
and what that means for Costa Rica’s sustainable future. Other students
might tour Dominica’s farmlands or Peru’s ecotourism industry, all with
an eye on sustainability.
As with all sustainable development courses, a diversity
of perspectives is apparent in Sustainable Development in Southeast
Asia. Students take classes with Allen, who is an economist as well as
an environmental studies professor; with Thomas Lairson, Ronald G.
and N. Jayne Gelbman Professor of International Business, who teaches
international business and political science; and with Lee Lines, Diane
and Michael Maher Professor of Distinguished Teaching, an environmental
studies professor with a background in geography. The class travels to
Singapore and Vietnam to gain even more perspective.
Sophomore Sarah Griffis said traveling to Costa Rica opened her
eyes to the impact sustainability can have on a country’s economy.
“They do so much in Costa Rica to conserve and protect the land,” she
said. “And they have businesses that are doing great not in spite of
conservation but because of conservation. It was all pretty amazing tome.”
Allen said most students assume their study-abroad component is
to see how much more advanced the U.S. is than developing countries.
“But we’re going there to see how they’re doing it right. Costa Rica is a
world leader in sustainability. They have a commitment to be a carbon-
neutral economy.We need to learn from them, not the other way around.”
DEFINING MOMENT
Since they were born in the “reduce-reuse-recycle” era, many
Rollins students may have begun practicing sustainability in their
personal lives long before they understood its more global implications.
That is where the curriculum engages, highlighting the theoretical—
the facts, philosophy, and fundamentals of sustainability—to give
broader context to the practical.
An article from the Worldwatch Institute that is recommended
reading for sustainable development students asks, “What is Sustain-
ability Anyway?” It answers with a flexible generality: “The ability to
meet our needs without compromising the ability of future generations
tomeet theirs.” The article goes on to state that there are four dimensions
to sustainability, from the most basic to the more profound: human
survival, biodiversity, equity, quality of life. The choices we make now
as individuals, communities, corporations, and countries can either
place a heavier load on the earth’s ability to sustain itself or drive
changes to ease that burden.
Perhaps proof that this generation senses its defining moment is
at hand, environmental studies is one of the fastest-growing majors on
campus. “This isn’t about going to live on a farm, off the grid, eating
only what you can grow,” Allen said. “It’s about utilizing the knowledge
that humanity has gained over thousands of years. There are better
ways of doing things. This generation of students will come up with
those better ways.”
Students participate in a sustainable development course in Costa Rica.
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SUSTAINABILITY AS A DEVELOPMENT MODEL
Familiar solutions to the issue of sustainability
are abundant: solar, wind, and hydrogen power;
recycling; reducing consumption; habitat and
species protection. These have been looked upon
in previous (more dubious) decades as last resorts,
but today’s students are learning they are also
business opportunities.
Many of the countries studied during the travel
component of the sustainable development course-
work, such as Vietnam and Dominica, have turned
ecotourism into a win-win solution: their inhabitants
improve their quality of life by earning a better income,
while protecting their region’s natural resources.
Costa Rican farmers have learned to profit personally
and environmentally by going organic on their
coffee plantations.
“Sustainability is a hot topic in business right
now,” Allen said. “It’s important that business students
see the impacts of economic and business decisions
on the environment and that environmental studies
students understand that there are sometimes costs
to protecting the environment. You can’t solve the
‘economic problem’ by ignoring the environment.
Likewise, the solution to sustaining the environment
must make economic sense.” 
TYLER KARTZINEL ’07: Tyler
Kartzinel departed Rollins in
2007 with a Presidential
Fellowship to pursue a Ph.D.
in ecology at the University of
Georgia’s brand new Odum
School of Ecology—the first
school of its kind in the world.
There, he is using evolutionary
theory to study ecology and
how it is affected by human
developments, such as rapid
climate change and habitat
destruction. “For my research,
I climb rain-forest trees and
use population genetics to
understand how populations
of species that live in the canopy
survive,” he said. “This is impor-
tant to conserving/restoring
biodiversity in the face of
rampant deforestation.”
Kartizinel, who plans to teach
ecology and work to improve
conservation measures for
rare and important species,
says his experiences at Rollins
led him to this career path.
“Swimming with sea lions in
the Galápagos, romping
through the cloud forest of
Costa Rica to conduct an
Honors thesis, and working
with staff members to spark a
solar-power revolution at
Rollins are a few memories
that continue to inspire me,”
he said.
tkartzinel@gmail.com
(Kartizinel is pictured above
with his favorite orphan ele-
phant, Chizi, in Zimbabwe,
2007.)
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IN 1925, ROLLINS’ NEWLY APPOINTED
president, Hamilton Holt, addressed College
alumni with his vision for their alma mater. Just
as he aspired to identify the architect of the
most beautiful Mediterranean-style buildings in
the state, he also envisioned their surroundings.
“I should…hope to find the man who has the
most beautiful estate in Florida, containing the
most beautiful garden of trees, shrubs and
flowers,” he explained. “I should like to get that
man himself or his landscape architect to come
and do likewise on our campus.”
The campus offered the ideal canvas for
Holt’s vision, but over the years the vegetation
grew to suggest an afterthought rather than a
complementary setting for the architectural
gems. In addition, the College intentionally
turned its back to Lake Virginia, ignoring the
lakefront—and the short-line railroad that ran
along its shore through the campus. Even after
1969, when the “Dinky” tracks were removed,
the College continued its orientation toward
Park Avenue and downtown Winter Park. A
concerted effort to clean up the lakefront and
bring a sense of natural order to campus land-
scaping began during Rita Bornstein’s presi-
dency, in conjunction with planning for the
Cornell Campus Center. With the accompanying
renovation of the Alfond Swimming Pool deck,
the view of Lake Virginia was restored, and at
last celebrated.
Led by master architect Carol Johnson of
Carol R. Johnson Associates, whose clients
include Agnes Scott College, Boston College,
Duke University, and the Harvard Business
School, and whose career has been recognized
with the American Society of Landscape Archi-
tects’ highest honor, Rollins has experienced an
outdoor renaissance. (At the same time, acces-
sibility to the buildings has been improved.)
Johnson’s redesign has been a thoughtful,
collaborative effort, implemented in partner-
ship with College landscape and grounds
manager Laura Coar, who came to Rollins in
2002 from a position as horticultural manager
at Walt Disney World. Together, Johnson and
Coar have introduced consistency to the
campus landscaping, unwittingly echoing
Holt’s description of his architectural ideal:
“all in harmony and all parts of a unified
whole.” Coar describes it as “the right plant
in the right place.”
The renewal has continued in President
Lewis Duncan’s administration. Two recent
examples are the Ward Hall entry garden, filled
with drought-tolerant vegetation that reduces
the need for irrigation, and the corridor of color
that leads the viewer from the white roses
flanking the Veterans Memorial east of the
Warren Administration Building to the white
blossoms of the camellias, crape myrtles, and
roses in the Chapel Garden. On the drawing
board are plans for a French Avenue streetscape
that will create attractive parking areas adjacent
to Strong Hall and a renovation of the Elizabeth
Hall entry, made possible by a grant from the
Elizabeth Morse Genius Foundation.
“I shall dare to hope that in five or 10 years
no tourist can afford to motor through our
statewithout visiting our campus,” said President
Holt more than eight decades ago. Today,
Rollins is well worth the trip and we invite you
to enjoy a virtual visit to some of our favorite
spots on the following pages.
—Lorrie Kyle Ramey ’70
PHOTOS BY JOHN LOGAN | FRY HAMMOND BARR
NATURAL ATTRACTION. | FACING PAGE | The tiny
courtyard framed by Orlando Hall, Woolson House, and
Sullivan House is a favorite of English majors who attend
classes in the nearby buildings. The towering jacaranda
was planted by Professor Emerita of English Jean West
and Professor Emeritus of English Steven Phelan
following their wedding in 1974.
LAKESIDE DESTINATION. | LEFT | Harland’s Haven, a gift
of then-President Rita Bornstein ’04H ’04HAL in honor of
her husband, anchors the lakefront landscape on the
west side of campus, behind the Cornell Campus Center
and Olin Library. The College has eliminated many of the
non-native, invasive species along the lake shore, replacing
them with native acquatic and shrub plantings and
groupings of cypress and other native trees. Rollins is
currently partnering with City and State agencies to
improve and sustain the health of Central Florida’s lakes.
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| CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT |
WELCOME BACK! An archway of elms leads to the Alumni House. The redesigned entry
provides comfortable access for all visitors.
DÉJÀ VU. The view to Lake Virginia between the Cornell Campus Center and the Olin
Library recalls alumnimemories of the vista between Rose SkillmanHall and Lakeside Cottage.
Seating areas, such as the R. Emmett and M. Diana McTigue Sculpture Terrace pictured
here, offer prime spots for study, dining, and talking with friends between classes.
EVERYDAY BEAUTY. A view from the west-campus loggia looking toward Fox (left),
Elizabeth (center), and Corrin Halls. Landscaping is designed to complement, not
overwhelm, Rollins’ signature Spanish Mediterranean architecture.
HOW OTHERS SEE US. View from Lake Virginia (left to right): Olin Library, Harland’s
Haven, Cornell Campus Center and Alfond Swimming Pool, McKean Hall (in distance).
SOUTHERN COMFORT. | ABOVE | Oaks, ligus-
trum, palms, an umbrella, and an expanse of
lawn combine to make the Alumni House patio
an outdoor living room.
CONTROLLEDGROWTH. | RIGHT | The simplified
plant palette is not only elegant, but easier
to maintain. The use of integrated pest
management—low-maintenance, disease-
resistant plant varieties; proper cultural practices
(such as appropriate pruning); emphasis on
biological controls (such as beneficial insects,
soaps, and oils), instead of chemicals, and
mechanical control (old-fashioned removal of
pests and disease by hand)—has allowed the
College to create an aesthetically beautiful and
sustainable landscape that has resulted in a 50
percent reduction in water use and pesticides
in the past five years. The renovation of Ward
Hall provided an opportunity to put the
principles into practice, creating a lush welcome
for the building’s residents.
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A NEWDIMENSION. | ABOVE | Capitalizing on an
existing oak to create a focal point, the tree-
shaded Ruth Lawrence duPont Terrace is one of
themulti-level, open-air seating areas that connect
the Cornell Campus Center and Mills Memorial
Hall. Steps lead to the Miller Courtyard and Rita’s
Fountain, which incorporates the Rollins seal.
SECRET GARDEN. | LEFT | The green space
between Rollins and Hooker Halls offers a
Rollins-style oasis, complete with rocking chair—
a new addition to loggia seating areas.
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A ROOMWITH A VIEW. | RIGHT | The uninterrupted
view from the Warden Dining Room. As part of the
College’s effort to embrace its lakefront setting,
plans for the Cornell Campus Center included
removing the bleachers separating the building
from the Alfond Swimming Pool and Lake Virginia.
“BEAUTY IS A CIVILIZING PART OF LIFE.”
—HUGH MCKEAN ’30 ’72H | BELOW | The Virginia S.
Nelson Rose Garden, planted in honor of Mrs.
Nelson’s thoughtful generosity to the College, has
become a popular spot for members of the Rollins
community and visitors. (It’s a favorite site for
post-commencement photos.) The view toward
Knowles Memorial Chapel is accented by Louise
Nevelson’s sculpture Night Gesture I (1976-86), on
temporary loan to the College.
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SHIRTING
THE ISSUES
EDDIE HUANG ’04 will sell you the shirt—the Hoodman
shirt, that is—off his back. He’d just like you to talk about it
afterwards. “I want the shirts to start social dialogue,” said
Huang of his clothing line. “I want to raise consciousness
using comedy and in-your-face design on qualitymaterial.”
The fashion iconoclast launched the Hoodman linewith
Ning Juang in 2006. His shirts, with their edgy slogans,
have since achieved cult status and grace the backs of
celebrities and politicians, as well as the man on the street.
Dialogue with the man on the street, and the train, was
instrumental in raising Hoodman’s visibility. “Our first shirt
was really goofy,” Huang said. “It had Sean Green’s head on
a baseball background and read ‘Yom Kippur Clipper.’ We
sold it to fans riding the trains to Mets games.”
Huang’s first appearance on Black Entertainment
Network (BET) in 2007 occurred after BET staff stopped a
man on the street wearing a Hoodman T-shirt and found
Huang on MySpace. Huang and his designs return
frequently to BET for the shows Rap City and 106 & Park.
Magazines VIBE, Format, and XXL have interviewed the
designer, as have Web sites ballerstatus.com and
al lhiphop.com. The interviewee is also an author,
published in XXL and the Orlando Sentinel.
And that’s not all. The English major and film studies
minor went on from Rollins to attend the Cardozo School
of Law. There, he served as president of the Minority Law
Students Association and vice president of the Asian
Pacific American Law Students Association. He also spent
a year as a law clerk for The Innocence Project, a legal clinic
that accepts only appeal cases in which it is believed
DNA evidence will conclusively exonerate a client.
Huang recently passed the New York Bar and currently
is working in the corporate department at the firm of
Chadbourne & Parke.
Legal, artistic, and cultural issues fuel the Hoodman line
and Huang himself. “My parents were immigrants who
raised me on Chinese culture, but hip hop was my biggest
American influence,” Huang said. “Today, we address
repeatedly the media’s selective storytelling and cultural
imperialism.” Currently, his most popular shirt here and
abroad is the “Obama ’08,” styled similarly to Michael
Jordan’s rookie jersey. “We brought it out in late 2006
before Obama declared his candidacy,” Huang said.
“Everyone comes here for the opportunities, but as a
minority, you don’t always feel like you’re part of the
society and culture on a political level. I felt Barack could do
for government what Michael Jordan did for basketball …
and it appears he has. This election brought out so many
first-time voters.” First-time voters are a passion for
Huang, who serves as communications director for Think
Blue, a political organization that supports Democratic
candidates and involves young voters in the political
process.
Does the designer who calls his line “the Cotton
CNN” see himself as candidate material? Asked if he
might run for office one day, Huang replied, “I’d love to!”
No word if he’ll announce an election bid on a Hoodman
shirt.  ehuang2434@gmail.com —Ruth Jackson
HUANG ’04
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IN 1994, WHEN HER
t h e n - em p l o y e r ,
Monsanto, asked bio-
chemist Lucy Marshall
to transfer, she
weighed her options
and decided to leave
the company to stay
home and care for
her two small chil-
dren. She told her
husband, who was
distressed at the loss
of a second family in-
come, not to worry.
“I’ll go to work in the
basement,” she said.
She meant it. In
the basement of her home in St. Charles, Missouri, she created
a consulting company called Trans America Product Technol-
ogy, Inc. (TAPT). With a borrowed balance, she worked on
new formulations to create products and technologies for use
in all kinds of industries, from veterinary to pharmaceutical to
cosmetic. Marshall stuck to her basement laboratory, working
for small companies from afar until a Canadian company
asked to meet her in person. She couldn’t exactly welcome a
customer into her basement for a conference, so she headed
over to the business incubator in St. Charles and asked for the
use of a conference room. The management went a step
further and offered her lab space, on one condition: she could
rent the lab—which was the site of a recent explosion—if she
were willing to clean it up.
In its new home, TAPT continued to grow. In 1998, it
launched a spin-off called Biosorb, a bioscience company that
provides natural products for the horticultural, agricultural,
landscape, and environmental industries. Biosorb is rooted in
a technology patented by Marshall called Biocar®, a
microsponge delivery system similar to those used in
pharmaceuticals (think nicotine and insulin patches). One
product in particular, TopFilm™, has proven to be what
Marshall calls the bread and butter of the company.
To keep their crops free from pests and weeds, farmers
face an environmental and financial conundrum: they have to
spray chemicals on their products several times a year. The
chemicals adhere to the products just fine until rain comes,
then they’re washed off and head into local water systems,
leaving farmers to start over, sometimes spraying as many as
five times a year. The chemical buildup and runoff, not to
mention the use of crop planes several times a year, takes its
toll on the environment and on farmers’ bank accounts. To
solve that problem, Marshall created TopFilm™, which uses the
Biocar® technology to deliver chemicals to crops.
TopFilm™ is what biochemists call an adjuvant, or additive,
that growers can add to herbicides, insecticides, or pesticides.
It’s composed of biological carriers—all-natural microsponges
that can absorb huge amounts of dry or liquid ingredients.
Once the chemical is sprayed on crops, TopFilm™ goes to
work.When themorning dewmakes its daily appearance, the
microsponges become wet and release the chemicals onto
the plant. As the daywears on, the sponges dry, repeating the
process with the next day’s dew. The system not only reduces
the amount and frequency of chemical applications, it also
cuts back on chemical pollution of waterways by reducing
runoff. Texas Green Magazine (September 2008 issue)
commended Biosorb’s new technologies for conservation and
sustainable practices.
Though Marshall’s company is a David taking on the
chemical industries’ Goliaths (they’re not thrilled that Mar-
shall’s products reduce the amount of chemicals growers
need to use), Biosorb is growing quickly. In 2002, the
company had two distributors. Now there are 25, including
vendors in Puerto Rico, England, and Costa Rica. And, her
husband can’t complain when she heads to the basement to
work.  lmarshal@mail.win.org —Maureen Harmon
MARSHALL ’75
BASEMENT BIOCHEMIST
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DUMBFOUNDED LUCK
THE STORY OF MATT (Dicker) Rothschild’s childhood features
a setting and cast of characters that would make any writer
envious: a 19-bedroom apartment in New York’s Upper West
Side, an absent mother, an eccentric grandmother, and a boy
(that would be Rothschild) with a knack for Judy Garland
impersonations and a penchant for getting into trouble at
school. During his college years, Rothschild, who discovered
writing as a creative outlet, began scribbling thoughts about his
dysfunctional childhood in a loose-leaf notebook. Those
thoughts would eventually comprise his first book.
Dumbfounded, released by Random House last fall, has
already earned wide acclaim for the young author, garnering him
comparisons to the likes of David Sedaris. In this “bitingly enter-
taining and unexpectedly tender memoir,” Rothschild pulls from
moments of hilarity and pain, giving flesh and depth to his life and
the grandparents who raised him. He credits his grandfather as
the source of his levelheadedness and his mother as the source of
plenty of pain, but it was his grandmother who gave him the daring
to be able to put his life out there for all theworld to see and judge.
And to do so with humor.
Rothschild returned to Rollins in October to share insights
about his life and his writing career during an informal conver-
sation with members of the campus community. Professor of
English Twila Pappay recalled one of the first papers her former
student opted to workshop in her class. “I warned him he might
want to choose another piece—one that wouldn’t risk causing
his fellow students to hate him. He responded, ‘I’m going to
have to get used to it, if I’m ever going to publish.’” Getting used
to it didn’t take long, thanks to the inspiration of his grandmother.
“My grandmother was the devil on your shoulder saying, ‘Stick it
to ’em!’” Rothschild said.
This devil-may-care attitude has been the secret to
Dumbfounded ’s success. And succeed it has. The memoir has
received high praise from fellow authors and stellar reviews
from the Los Angeles Times, USA Today, The Washington Post,
Publishers Weekly, and
Kirkus Reviews. It has also
drawn interest for film and
television rights. According
to Rothschild, “Sarah Jes-
sica Parker fell in love with
the book and through her
production company, Pretty
Matches, tried to buy the
rights to a television show.
HBO nixed the idea, but a
producer at Fox has shown
interest.” Interest has also
arisen abroad, resulting in
the sale of Dumbfounded ’s
Italian rights.
Now busy promoting
his book, Rothschild kicked
off the Florida leg of his fall
2008 book tour with an
interview on WMFE’s Intersection program. In his spare time, he
coordinates the Orlando chapter of the Florida Writers Association
and presents seminars at writing conferences. And he hasn’t let
the tools in his writer’s toolbox sit and collect dust: Rothschild
is currently working on a novel, collaborating on a screenplay,
and challenging himself with WWTMD: What would Toni
Morrison do? mattrothschild@mac.com
—Ruth Jackson and Laura J. Cole ’04 ’08MLS
ROTHSCHILD ’04
Dumbfounded
M a t t  Ro t h s ch i l d
A Memoir
Big Money.  Big  Hair.  B ig  Problems.  Or  Why Having I t  A l l  Isn’ t  for  S iss ies.
“Original and heartbreakingly funny—a must-read!”
—Jen Lancaster, author of Bitter Is the New Black
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WHEN FORMER VICE PRESIDENT AL GORE CALLS,
answer. “He said, ‘I have a crazy idea: I think you should
move to Tennessee and work for me full time,’” said Kalee
Kreider ’92.
Part of her agreed that it was a crazy idea. After the
turmoil of the 2000 Presidential election and its contested
hanging chads, Gore was no longer in—or seeking—the
limelight. Kreider wasn’t sure such a quiet post would be
right for her. She’d spent years in high-profile, high-stress
positions with environmental organizations like Greenpeace
and the National Environmental Trust. Still, trading Wash-
ington, DC for Gore’s office in Carthage, Tennessee would
at least give her a rest from the craziness of the capital.
Or so she thought.
She answered the call and became Gore’s communi-
cations director and environmental advisor in 2006. How-
ever, Kreider happened to join Gore when he was putting
the finishing touches on a little project about his global
warming slide show. It would become the film An Incon-
venient Truth, for which Gore was awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize, two Academy Awards, and, for its accompa-
nying book, a long run on the New York Times Best Sellers
List. Almost instantly, he was transformed from a re-
spected also-ran into an A-list global celebrity, on the same
level as a Bono or a Bill Gates.
Kreider insists that when she signed on, she had no
inkling of the fanfare to come. “It was all just a big gam-
ble,” she said. “We had absolutely no idea how the film
would fare, how we were going to market it, who would
want to see it. We all considered the project to be a huge
risk.”
Kreider has built her career on such smart risks, allow-
ing her passion for the environment to be her guide. A his-
tory major at Rollins, with a minor in Russian, she was a
National Merit Scholarship Finalist and a Harry S. Truman
Scholar, a prestigious national scholarship awarded to only
70 students each year.
“Kalee was—and is—a brilliant student, passionate
about environmental and social issues, and a most force-
ful and motivated activist,” said Pedro Pequeño, professor
emeritus of anthropology and the man Kreider credits with
bringing her to Rollins. “Her performance at Rollins was
outstanding and her work and devotion to public life have
been exemplary.”
After graduating, while working at the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission, Kreider was named
Scholar-in-Residence at the White House (only one recip-
ient of the Truman Scholarship is chosen each year for the
honor). There, she worked on the Clinton Crime Bill, then
parlayed that experience into a post at the Justice De-
partment. “I had a friend who was starting up a small non-
profit and he wanted me to help him run it,” she said.
“People said, ‘What are you thinking? You’re leaving the
Justice Department for a little NGO?’ But I knew I had to
dosomething I was passionate about.”
After building Ozone Action, Kreider was ready to
take another risk—this time with Greenpeace, the global
environmental interventionist organization. As director of
the U.S. Climate Campaign and communications director,
Kreider’s most important work with Greenpeace was
helping to negotiate the Kyoto Protocol, the international
agreement to reduce greenhouse gases. “I loved every
minute of it. I was out of the country about half the time,”
she said. “I spent three summers in the western Arctic,
living on a ship, seeing firsthand the impact of global
warming on the Poles.”
KRE IDER ’92
ENVIRONMENTAL CRUSADER
(l-r) Al Gore, Carter Eskew (strategist
from Gore’s 2000 campaign), Frank
Hunger (Gore’s brother-in-law), Senator
Obama, and Kalee Kreider in Detroit
when Gore endorsed Senator Obama
for the Presidency.
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The frequent flier miles finally took their toll, though. By
early 1999, she was ready to give her passport a rest. “I was
tired,” she said. “All that travel was exhausting.” She went to
work for the National Environmental Trust, now part of The
Pew Charitable Trusts, to run its Climate Change Program,
based again in Washington. When the 2000 election made
it clear that the Kyoto Protocol wouldn’t be ratified and far-
reaching domestic environmental legislation more than
likely wouldn’t be enacted, Kreider took another risk, taking
a break from climate questions altogether.
Or so she thought.
She accepted a position at Fenton Communications, a
public relations firm dealing with clients involved in issues
Kreider was expert in handling: global warming and the en-
vironment. While at Fenton, she was recruited—as a volun-
teer—to help Gore write a speech about his opposition to
the Iraq War. It didn’t take long for Kreider and Gore to find
their common ground. “We were in a meeting with top
legal scholars, to discuss Iraq, and I mentioned to him some
new research about methane gas in the Arctic and it be-
came an all-night session,” she said. “This is legend in Al
Gore’s world. Once he latches onto a topic, he will bear
down on it until it is intellectually exhausted. That’s when
my life slowly started to change. I guess you could say I was
entered into his internal Rolodex.”
It’s clear Kreider’s gamble to join
Gore in Tennessee has paid off,
both professionally and personally. Within a 12-month pe-
riod, she attended the Nobel Peace Prize ceremony in Nor-
way, dressed up for the Academy Awards and after-parties
in Hollywood, joined Gore on his book tour, donned a gown
for the Emmy Awards, met heads of state in 40 countries,
and married a young Tennessee farmer turned local politi-
cian, Jack Pratt. “I like to can preserves and I was looking
for apples to make applesauce. I found Jack’s hundred-acre
farm on a Web site and that’s how we met,” Kreider said.
“He just won his election in August and we were married in
September. It’s been a good year.”
Understatement aside, Kreider recognizes the breadth
of her success, but said she still feels as though her life’s
objective has not been met, another bit of common ground
shared with the former Vice President.
“Global warming is the issue I care about the most and,
honestly, I have failed my entire career,” she said. “We still
have no legislation to cut pollution and the treaty in Kyoto
was not ratified and we failed to complete the treaty at The
Hague in 2000. It looks as if I’ve had great personal suc-
cess, but it’s hard to truly enjoy it when we haven’t gotten
done what we need to get done. We can’t rest until we get
this country past the tipping point on this issue and make
lasting change for the whole earth.” 
Kalee@carthagegroup.com
—Leigh Brown Perkins
(l-r) Former Vice President
Al Gore, Gore’s 2000
Campaign Strategist
Carter Eskew, Gore’s
brother-in-law Frank
Hunger, then-Senator
Barack Obama, and Kalee
Kreider ’92 in Detroit fol-
lowing Gore’s endorsement
of Obama for President
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C L A S S A C T
CHRISTOPHER FITZGERALD ’95 RETURNS TO THE ROLLINS SPOTLIGHT
TO GIVE STUDENTS A TASTE OF BROADWAY LIFE.
By Joseph Bromfield ’09
“WHATA JERK! Yeah, him, that guy. I workedwith himon Amour.”… “Oh, Carol,
you crack me up.” … “This makes me nervous just watching it.” …
Thus went the running commentary of Broadway actor Christo-
pher Fitzgerald ’95 as he sat with some 20 Rollins students in
the historic Annie Russell Theatre watching the documentary
filmMoon Over Broadway. Seated right next to Christopher
(or “Fitz,” as he was called in his Rollins days),
I had the benefit of picking up his verbal
and physical reactions to the film over
the courseof the evening. The two-hour
documentary tracked the Broadway
production of the new farce Moon Over
Buffalo, starring Carol Burnett and Philip
Bosco, from the first reading to the out-of-town
tryouts and opening night. Though the film was interesting, I found it much more fascinating observing Fitz as he
reacted verbally to the real-life people in the documentary (some of whomwere his friends or acquaintances) and
physically to critical moments in the journey towards production (Critic’s Preview, for example—which he had just
experienced with his leading role as Igor in Young Frankenstein).
This late-night movie screening at the Annie came at the end of a jam-packed day and a half of activity
reconnecting Fitz to Rollins this past October. His abbreviated Rollins visit included a Q&A session with
students in two theater courses, attending one of legendary theater professor Doc Rodgers’ classes, lunch
with Rollins’ Cornell Scholars, aWPRK radio interview, dinner with theater students at Park Avenue Pizza, and
the highlight: “Puttin’ on the Fitz,” a talkback-style Q&A session with Fitzpatrick that was open to the public.
Fitz told stories of his glory days at Rollins (such as the time he fell off of the Annie stage and into the
audience during a performance), gave his best Mel Brooks impersonation, and talked about what it was like
to originate a major role on Broadway.
In addition to taking in all of these events, I had the pleasure of catching a few one-on-one
moments with Fitz during his visit. In public, he was sharp, humble, and
incredibly likeable. In private, he was down to earth and easy to talk to. The
successful young actor no doubt impartedmany little pieces of wisdom to Rollins
students. Themost powerful one forme came during a dinner conversation. After
discussing the struggles of making a living as an actor in New York City while
facing the challenges of raising a family (he is married to fellow actor Jessica and
has a baby boy, Charlie), Fitz commented on the rewards of his career. “I live a
dynamic life, and I mean that in every way possible. You can absolutely do it, but just
know that to be an actor is to live a dynamic life.”
Thanks to Christopher Fitzgerald, I am now more inspired than ever to pursue my artistic
dreams and live that dynamic life of my own. 
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LEFT:
C h r i s t o -
pher Fitzger-
ald entertains
members of the
Rollins community
from the stage that
launched his career.
ABOVE: Pictured on
the Annie Russel l
Theatre stage are
( l - r) Tim Rerucha,
Scottie Campbell '96,
Aaron Bean '96 ,
Chris Fitzgerald '95,
Rusty Blackmer
'94, and Joseph
Bromf ie ld
'09
Photos by Laura J. Cole ’04 ’08MLS
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1940s
’43 | The Cabin John Indoor Tennis facility in
Marylandwas re-named for Potomac resident
and legendary tennis player Pauline Betz
Addie. County officials and communitymem-
bers gathered to see the facility re-named the
Pauline Betz Addie Tennis Center at Cabin
John Regional Park. Pauline was one of the
three founders of the facility in 1972 andman-
aged the tennis center before it was taken
over by Montgomery County Department of
Parks. She has a long list of tennis accom-
plishments that includes six Grand Slam titles,
including a Wimbledon win in 1946. Pauline
was inducted into the International Tennis Hall
of Fame in Newport, RI, in 1965. Peggy Cald-
well Strongwas among four women honored
at the Winter Park Historical Association’s
second annual Peacock Ball fundraiser. This
year’s theme was “The Grand Ladies of Win-
ter Park—A Celebration of Four Remarkable
Women.” Peggy was instrumental in estab-
lishing the Winter Park Historical Association
in 1974 and has supported many of Winter
Park’s benefactors and leaders, including her
husband, the late Winter Park Mayor Hope
Strong, Sr., and her son and current Winter
Park Mayor David Strong.
’46 | Peggy Mee Davis has worked in motion
pictures, radio, advertising, journalism, teach-
ing, and play production. She writes, “I have
been married for 53 years, have three won-
derful children, and a grandson interested in
theater who may apply to Rollins upon grad-
uation next year.”
1950s
’50 | Golf course architect Pete Dye was in-
ducted into theWorld Golf Hall of Fame in the
lifetime achievement category. Pete is amem-
ber of the advisory council of The Environ-
mental Institute of Golf and was recipient of
GCSAA’s Old TomMorris Award in 2003. One
of the most influential golf course architects
of the modern era, he has designed more
than 120 courses, several of which have
hosted major championships, a Ryder Cup,
and PGA and LPGA tour events. Mary Flan-
ders Cook sends news that the eldest of her
12 grandchildren was married recently in
Pennsylvania. She writes, “It was a fun and
happy family reunion!”
’51 | In November,
L. D. Bochette
held an informal
reunionathishome
with classmates
Ed Motch, Marty
Swift, and Ray
Thaggard ’54.
’53 | After 24 years in North Carolina, Mae
Wallace Bryson has moved to Dunedin, FL.
Her husband, Jim Bryson ’51, passed away in
2002. Next year, she will be celebrating her
60th high school reunion in St. Petersburg, FL.
Maewrites, “I enjoyedmy 50th reunion in 2003
at Rollins, and I hope to see Buddy Felix ’53
and others who graduated from St. Pete
and Rollins.”
’55 | Nancy Siebens Binz has endowed the
Siebens/Binz Tahoe Forum. This year’s
speaker is her friend andwell-known archeol-
ogist Zahi Hawass, and next year will hope-
fully be Jane Goodall. Nancy writes, “I’m still
kicking! And traveling, fishing, swimming,
kayaking, golfing, and enjoying life. I spend six
months at my home in Lake Tahoe and six
months on the resident ship The World.”
’56 |Betty Brook Daviswrites, “Howmany are
left from the class of ’56? All’s well in Harbor
Springs, Michigan. Come visit!”
’57 |ClarkWarrenwrites, “My heartfelt 50th re-
union ‘thank yous’ to all those who enjoyed
my ’08 NYC show reunion encore, prompting
the Summer 2008 issue of the magazine to
report it ‘delighted a packed house.’ Also my
abiding appreciation to development officer
Nan Castino,Dewey Anderson ’56,Ann Bow-
ers Dubsky, andmy accompanist, the brilliant
Frank Underwood.”
’59 | Due to failing health,Wade Provo and his
wife, Nesta, havemoved to Boise, Idaho to be
near their daughters and grandchildren.
Wadewrites, “At the 50th anniversary of TKE’s
Zeta Phi chapter at Rollins, I fondly reflect
upon several of my classmates’ efforts in
founding our fraternity in an attempt tomake
fraternity life at Rollins an experience to build
character and serve others. I was number
three of the founding brothers.”
1960s
’60 | In July, Phyllis Zatlin and familymembers
received a warm welcome to Chicago from
Susan Harris Manos ’61. Phyllis is retiring from
her position as professor of Spanish at Rut-
gers University, and she and her husband,
George, will be spending more time at their
lakeshore house in Wisconsin, where Phyllis
will continue translating Spanish plays.
’62 | Robert White, who has taught French
since 1966, now teaches German, as well. He
writes, “I wonder what professor Fischer
would think of that?”
’63 | Our apologies to Richard Rhodes for in-
correctly listing him as deceased in the “In
Memory” listing of June Mosher Rhodes ’28
in the Summer 2008 issue of the magazine.
’64 | Craig Usaswrapped up a 25-year career
as a radiation oncologist in Westchester
County, NY. He is now a locum tenens physi-
cian working throughout the U.S. and living
full time in Bucerias, Mexico (adjacent to
Puerto Vallarta).
’65 | In March, Al Arbury attended the Rollins
crew team’s regatta on Lake Maitland with
Dennis Kamrad ’62 ’72MAT and Bob Carlson
’63. Following a six-week trip in 2006, he dis-
covered his left knee had become infected.
After his fifth total
knee replacement,
Al had his left leg
amputated.Hewrites,
“I’m walking again
with a prosthetic
leg due to Nancy Mulkey Arbury ’64’s TLC.
Thanks for everyone’s prayers and wishes. I
hope to be dancing with Nancy at my 45th in
2010.” After a long career in nursing, Susan
Goddard Heron (seeWeddings) has retired
to volunteer and travel. After 30 years as
director of emergency services at Halifax
Health, Bill Meek has retired. He received his
MD from Loma Linda University in 1971. He
and his wife, Neva, live in The Springs and
plan to travel and spend lots of time with
their grandchildren. James C. C. Treadway,
who says he regrets transferring after fresh-
man year from Rollins to a large state
university, has enjoyed a varied career in
Washington, D.C. and onWall Street. He was
nominated by Ronald Reagan as commis-
sioner for U.S. Securities & Exchange Com-
mission, a title he held from 1982 through
1985. He also worked as an attorney in a
large multi-city law firm and as chief nego-
tiator of mergers and acquisitions for
PaineWebber. James is now retired, but he
still serves on numerous boards of directors
and is an author, lecturer, and speaker in the
fields of finance and law. Sixties alumni cel-
ebrated the holidays at a "Boxing Day"
party hosted by Cary Fuller at the home of
Janice Farnsworth; (l-r, kneeling) Fred
Chappell ’64 and Steve Combs ’66; (l-r,
standing) Cary
Fuller, Sally Demb-
itz Zarnowiec ’66,
Ed Maxcy ’66,
Gerry Langford Liff
’66, Dan Carr ’64,
Janice Farnsworth,
Assistant Director of Development Leslie
Carney ’03, and Sally Shinkle Combs ’67.
GOLF REUNION
March 27-29, 2009
Looking forward
to seeing you on
the links!
CLASS NEWS
>>
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1970s
’72 | Russell Cleary writes, “I miss seeing and
hearing from many old Rollins friends and
acquaintances. I do still occasionally get to-
gether with classmate EdChristie and his wife
Joanne.” In response to the profile of Michael
Madonick in the Summer 2008 issue of the
magazine, SpencerWiedemannwrote, “What
I remember and will never forget, what Mau-
reen didn’t mention and I expect doesn’t
know about, is your private recital of
Beethoven’sMoonlight Sonata in the lobby of
New Hall.”
’73 | Liz Cheney McClancy has published the
book Democratic Principles, which pairs 19
paintings she did of con-
temporary progressive
leaders with an essay by
the subject on a cher-
ished principle of democ-
racy as applied to a
21st-century issue. Senator
John Kerry wrote the foreword. Democratic
Principles is one of three components of The
Democratic Principles Project, the others
being a touring exhibition of the paintings and
a full-length documentary.
’74 | In June, Gregory Morris finished two
years of service as first secretary at the U.S.
Embassy in Guatemala City. After spending his
home leave in Florida, he left inmid-August to
begin a one-year assignment in Baghdad.
’75 | Women’s Head Tennis Coach Bev Buck-
ley was named the 2008 Wilson/ITA Coach
of the Year for the Southeast Region. Bev’s
teamwent 23-3 overall and 7-1 in a tough Sun-
shine State Conference. Lucy Garcia-Iniguez
Marshall (see profile, p. 44) is president and
CEO of Trans America Product Technology,
Inc., a technical consulting firm, and acting
president of Biosorb, Inc., a manufacturing
company that provides natural-based prod-
ucts for aquatic, environmental, agricultural,
and horticultural industries.
’78 | In August, Ruth’s Hospitality Group Inc.
named Michael O’Donnell its president and
CEO. Michael was previously CEO, president,
and chairman of Champps Entertainment,
Inc., which was sold to the Fox and Hound
Restaurant Group in late 2007. He also has
held executive positionswith Sbarro, Inc.; Out-
back Steakhouse, Inc.; and Roy’s restaurants.
’79 | Julie Nardone and her husband, Jimmy
Tsakirgis, biked across Italy. Julie writes, “We
started with our back tires in the Adriatic and
finished with our front tires in the Mediter-
ranean. We are talking serious hills and a
physical andmental challenge thatmade it all
the more memorable.” Ginger Ross Moore
lives in her hometown of Hillsdale, MI, where
she is a flight instructor and sales person for
the new Flight Design Light Sport Aircraft.
Ginger also has started an a-cappella trio, The
Unforgettables, which sings great songs from
the past.
LYNN HUTNER COLWELL ’67
LYNN HUTNER COLWELL ’67 POSSESSES A TRUE LIBERAL ARTS SPIRIT, which she put to good use at Rollins
exploring a variety of courses before deciding on a French history/literature major and geography minor.
Adopting that spirit in her career, she has been a Lamaze instructor, PR consultant, communications writer,
Erma Bombeck biographer, and life coach. “I want to enjoy my work, make a contribution, and move on to the
next opportunity,” Colwell said. The latest “next opportunity”: launching a business called The Green Year, LLC
with daughter Corey Colwell-Lipson.
The spark for the business was ignited when Colwell’s daughter
mentioned an idea for creating “green”-themed Halloween.
Colwell-Lipson wanted her children to have the experience of
trick-or-treating, but when her research revealed the average
child collects 10 pounds of candy, she asked herself, “Why does
Halloween have to be all about candy and how much
candy?” Colwell andher daughter approached their local
Whole Foods Market with the concept of Green
Halloween®, hoping to create a community
movement of parents interested in reducing the
over-consumerism (and the sugar content) of the
holiday. Colwell’s PR know-how helped create
local buzz, but when the story exploded nation-
ally, they were overwhelmed. “Calls came in from
all over the country, ‘When are you bringing
Green Halloween to our city?’” Colwell said.
Colwell had the vision to extend the concept to other
celebrations. “I thought about howwe overdo on holidays and
just knew this was going to be huge,” she said. After that first
successful event, Colwell and Colwell-Lipson established The
Green Year, LLC,modeling their business after Paul Newman’s
Newman’s Own companies in which all profits go to charity.
“I loved the idea of being in the position to givemoney away,”
Colwell said.
Colwell’s imagination took off once again when she
connected with a new publisher whose mission was to
publish green-themed books on recycled paper, using
non-toxic inks, and run the business in as eco-friendly a
way as possible. Within an hour, the entrepreneur had book
contracts. Problem was, Colwell-Lipson had little writing experience and Colwell was new to green living. “My
daughter is green from the top of her head to the tip of her toes and I’m just in up to my knees” Colwell laughed.
The mother-daughter team quickly created a system for collaborating, using Colwell’s free-wheeling spirit and
writing skills to develop the books’ stories and activities while exploiting Colwell-Lipson’s depth of eco-knowledge
for content. The joint venture turned into the single most exciting experience of Colwell’s life—“aside from
giving birth to my three children and seeing my grandchildren born”—and their book, Celebrate Green! Creating
Eco-Savvy Holidays, Celebrations & Traditions for the Whole Family, was released this fall.
Colwell hopes that the simplicity of their message will inspire families to look again at their holidays. “Just
ask yourself, ‘Is it good for me, the planet, and the community?’ Make a few simple, economical changes, and in
no time, you’ll be celebrating green!”  lynn@celebrategreen.net —Alice Smetheram Bass ’88
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1980s
’80 | Our apologies to John Attwell for incor-
rectly listing his name and class year in the re-
tirement tribute to Pedro Pequeño in the
Summer 2008 issue of the magazine. John, a
good friend and former student of Pequeño,
was referenced for his friendship with actor
Clint Eastwood, who sent Pequeño a congrat-
ulatory message via John’s cell phone. In July,
Mike Vonder Heide turned 50 and his son,
Brendan, turned 18. In addition to enjoying a
traditional birthday cake, the twowent sky div-
ing. Mike writes, “Thank you Rollins for a great
liberal arts education!” Susanne Wechsler
Spear (see Weddings) and her husband,
Charles, have three children between them:
Susanne’s daughter Carolyn, who is 16 and a
basketball player; her son John, who is 12 and
is interested in computers; andCharles’ daugh-
ter Heather, who works in Philadelphia and is
engaged. Susannewrites, “We are doing great!
My daughter is interested in looking at Rollins
and I can’t wait to visit the campus.”
’81 |Asunta D’Urso Fleming has been keeping
busy in her acting/
singing career. She
opened for Lorna
Luft, Judy Garland’s
daughter, in concert
and played the role of
Miss Havisham in
Great Expectations, a critically acclaimed new
musical at the Odyssey Theatre in Los Ange-
les. In addition, she has the lead in Bat Boy,
will play Kate in Kiss Me Kate, and auditioned
for Pippin.
’82 | Heidi Tauscher is a visiting lecturer in the
Andrew Young School of Policy Studies at
Georgia State University. She holds a JD from
Wake Forest, a Ph.D. in ethics & society from
Emory University, and is a certified mediator,
having been trained at Harvard Law School’s
School of Mediation. Prior to her doctoral
work, Heidi practiced law for 14 years as both
a civil litigator and, for a time, acting civil at-
torney forWinter Park, FL. Scott Underhill left
Rollins after his sophomore year and trans-
ferred to Johnson State College in Johnson,
VT, where he graduated with a bachelor’s in
environmental studies in 1983. He is currently
working for the state of California’s air re-
sources board after spending the last 14 years
with the county of San Diego air pollution
control district.
’83 |Gregg Jaffrayworks at the Securities and
Exchange Commission in the division of in-
vestment management, which regulates mu-
tual funds.
’84 |Zachary Dunbar has been short-listed for
the Oxford Samuel Becket Theatre Trust
award on a dance/multimedia theater trans-
position ofAntigone. The winning play will be
produced in the Barbican. Zachary was of-
fered a permanent lectureship at Central
School of Speech and Drama (London) in
music theater. He writes, “It’s a dream job
combining piano performance, academic re-
search, teaching themaster’s ofmusic theatre
programme, and being involved in creative
multidisciplinary projects.” Tom Hagood and
wife Jill are adopting a baby girl from China.
She should be joining her brother and three
sisters in early 2009. John Wright stays busy
working in the family business and traveling
internationally doing marketing and strategic
planning. In January, his company started
producing biodiesel. John writes, “I was
blessed to celebrate my 24th wedding an-
niversary with my high school sweetheart,
Kathy. I have five beautiful children and two
grandsons. I would like to hear from fellow
classmates.”
’85 | In June, Susan Bridges Nies ran her first
marathon, which took place in Estes Park, CO,
and came in fourth in her age group. Susan
and her family con-
tinue to live in Lit-
tleton, CO. She
writes, “I am still
trying to figure out
how to balance the
use of my JD and
master’s in coun-
seling degrees with the realities of being a
mom to a visually artistic ninth grader and ex-
trovert-galore fifth grader. I send my best to
all.” Todd Pittengerwas selected for inclusion
in The Best Lawyers in America 2009, a pub-
lication which chooses the attorneys and
areas of practice based on recommendations
from clients and other attorneys. Todd works
in the areas of commercial litigation and intel-
lectual property law at the firm of Lowndes,
Drosdick, Doster, Kantor & Reed, P.A.
’86 | Randy Gerber celebrated his 11th anniver-
sary with Walt Disney Company. As director
of military sales, Randy has been a frequent
visitor aboard Air Force One, trained with the
Navy Seals in Coronado, CA, and was a guest
aboard the nuclear submarine USS Hartford
in October. Elizabeth Kearney Kica writes,
“Cynthia KearneyMiller ’77 and I would like to
announce that our niece, Victoria Pinello, will
be attending Rollins in the fall of 2008. She
will be in the class of 2012.
’89 | For the sixth year in a row, Ron Falconer
has gotten together with Sig Ep brothers Bill
Culhane ’90, Scott Liebel ’91, Dave DiGia-
como ’92, and Frank Hernandez ’92 for a
week of fishing and socializing in Key West.
In November 2006, Kurt and Bonnie Wal-
ters-Koehler ’88 and their children Ashley, 13,
and Christopher, 10, moved to Southern Cal-
ifornia. Kurt’s company, North Pacific, which
is a wholesale distributor of building materi-
als, transferred him to expand the sales de-
partment. He writes, “We are loving Southern
California.”
1990s
’90 | Betsy Hill Samuel and her husband, Joe,
moved to the Denver area. She writes, “We’d
love to hear from any Denver-area alumni.”
’91 | Brytton Baker Eldredge and her family
have moved back to Lafayette, LA. She and
her husband Mark are enjoying their busy
practices and three children. She writes, “It is
so good to be home! I am in practice with a
close friend. My family and I still go to the
Tahoe basin a lot andwould love to see Rollins
friends here or there.” Thad Coakley was
promoted to lieutenant colonel in the U.S.
Marine Reserves. He and his family have
moved to Santa Clarita, CA, where Thad has
taken a new position as an in-house counsel
at Lockheed Martin’s SkunkWorks facility. He
is also an adjunct professor for Texas A&M’s
Bush School of Government, where he will
develop, then teach, a Law ofWar course for
the school’s distance education master’s
degree programs.
’92 | In January 2007,Martha Cannon Adams
assumed the role of Orange County Judge
after being elected to the position the previ-
ous November. For the second year in a row,
Jose Fernandez participated in the Fireball
Run, a transcontinental race that benefits
the Child Rescue
Network to help
locate America’s
missing children.
Jose came in first
place for non-track
teams. He writes,
“The best news is that one of the children as-
signed to this year’s rally has been found and
reunited with her family. That brings the total
to 24 children reunited with their loved ones
as a result of the Fireball Run.” Kalee Kreider
(see Weddings and Spotlight p.46) and her
husband, Jack, weremarried by their pastor in
a small ceremony that was held near their
peach orchard, with close friends and family
in attendance. Jack is a local elected official in
Wilson County, Tennessee. Melinda Medlin
took a leave of absence from her consulting
firm to work full-time for the Obama for
America Campaign. She was responsible for
the event production and planning for
Michelle Obama’s events, including the Dem-
ocratic National Convention.
’93 |Wendy Yonfa Thomson (see Family Ad-
ditions) is taking a break from work to man-
age her family and a new house. Her husband,
Rob, is in the wealth management depart-
ment of Winter Park-based Commerce Na-
tional Bank and Trust.
’94 | Rahul Gandhi was
featured in the July 23
issue of the The Wall
Street Journal. The arti-
cle, “Parliament’s Gandhi
Makes Populist Play,”
discusses his attempts
to introduce himself to
the ordinary people of
India through high-profile speeches and tours
of the country’s most impoverished regions
and his attempts to boost partymembership.
Rahul is the great-grandson of India’s first
prime minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, and the
grandson of its first female primeminister, In-
dira Gandhi, who was assassinated by her
bodyguards in 1984. He is the son of Rajiv
Gandhi, who also served as prime minister
and who was also assassinated in 1991. Nic-
hole White Gainey writes, “Since Rollins, I
have been blessedwith a wonderful husband,
Dru, and two sons, Dalton and Jackson.”
ONE GOOD
PRANK DESERVES
ANOTHER—Early
one morning in
1965, the Tekes
decided to relieve
the Delts, who had
had possession of
the TKE bell for
some time, of their
trophy case, TV,
and other items.
Dean of Men Fred
Hicks ’79MSCJ ’80H
had to intervene in
the dispute. The
article in The
Sandspur claimed,
“Tekes seemed to
think the rivalry
was funny; Delts
didn’t.”
BLAST FROM THE PAST
>>
TKE REUNION
March 27-29, 2009
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Becky Wilson-Shore and her family have
moved back to the Orlando area, where they
built a house in Sor-
rento. Becky attends
grad school at UCF and
works part time at the
local library and full time
as a mom to Bregan, 7,
and twins Evan and
Gavin, 5. She and her
husband, Tim,whoworks
with Mitsubishi Power
Systems, celebrated their 14th anniversary this
winter. Jon Wood was featured in the
Summer 2008 issue of CEOOrlando. Jon is a
division partner for The Morgan Group, Inc.,
where he oversees site selection, market
analysis, due diligence, financial analysis, pro-
curement of entitlements/permits, product
design, and project financing. He helped open
Morgan Group’sWinter Park office and is now
working on The Village at Lake Lily, a multi-
use project in Maitland.
’95 | In May, Margaret Plane received the
“Young Lawyer Award” for 2008 in Utah.
Margaret is an assistant Salt Lake City attor-
ney. Her responsibilities include human re-
sources consulting and litigation, in state and
federal court proceedings, contracts, opin-
ions, memorandum, general civil litigation,
and review and drafting ordinances and poli-
cies. Jolie Patricia Sester
has returned to Variety
the Children’s Charity of
Orlando, an interna-
tional charity dedicated
to helping children, as
chief executive officer.
’96 | Scottie Campbell accepted the position
of marketing and press coordinator for Blue
ManGroup in Orlando. Jami Jennings Rhodes
accepted a position with Boston Scientific as
a field clinical representative in cardiac rhythm
management in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.
Julie Sauers Ringenberg (seeWeddings) met
her husband on the internet and has moved
to his area, Fort Wayne, IN. She is working on
a master’s degree in public health. Greg
Selkoe earned a mas-
ter’s degree in public
policy from Harvard’s
Kennedy School of
Government and went
on to create Karmaloop,
an online urban bou-
tique that sells clothing, accessories, and
footwear by scores of established labels and
underground designers. In 2002, he teamed
up with Puma to collaborate on a limited-
edition sneaker design.
’98 | Lance Cashion and his wife, Kathryn,
were featured in the cover story of the July
2008 issue of Kiplinger’s Personal Finance
magazine. Suzanne Rehak writes, “I am so
proud to be a part of the
Rollins family. I still have my
closest friends from my
time spent there!” Timothy
Sheehan (see Weddings)
works in television on CBS’
Numb3rs and his wife,
Alexa Motley Sheehan ’94,
CHRIS “CHIP” ERNST ’91
CHRIS ERNST, A NATIVE OF DOVER, MASSACHUSETTS, has enjoyed a highly successful 13-year career in the
Netherlands. But it wasn’t a good job that took him there. It was romance.
Ernst was working in Hartford, Connecticut when he met a Dutch law student who had come to the U.S.
on an exchange program. The pair started dating, and when she had to move back home to finish her degree,
they traded stacks and stacks of letters and a couple of visits. Within a year, Ernst had sold his car, packed up,
and started job searching in the Netherlands. Before long, he landed a job with an information technology
distribution company called Access Graphics (which was later bought by General Electric). Ernst traveled
through Europe selling high-end IT products like Sun Microsystems servers to large commercial corporations—
utilizing the sales and marketing skills he perfected while selling household products for a direct marketing
company during his Rollins years and after graduation.
By 2004, Europe was tightening restrictions on electrical waste and G.E. had to take a close look at its
practices. “It was flipped on to my plate to clean up,” said Ernst, who was then working in marketing and
business development at the company. The “cleanup” was complicated. “It may have been a European directive,”
he said, “but every country has its own twists.” So not only did Ernst have to figure out the regulations,
restrictions, and legalese that went into electrical waste management in the Netherlands, he had to figure out
how it applied in Italy. And France. And Belgium. In fact, nearly all European countries.
The process proved to be a little daunting for Ernst—even at a company with the resources of G.E.—
but it also gave him an idea for his own business. In 2005, he launched Accerio, a Netherlands-based com-
pany specializing in environmental compliance regulations for IT manufacturers and importers. Since
regulations vary from country to country and since those regulations are always evolving, Ernst and his
company of seven employees have to keep up with the latest in IT waste management. It’s challenging, but
Ernst said he has definitely found a niche. Plenty of well-known companies, like Avaya, Brocade, Nortel, and
Trend Micro, have taken advantage of his consulting firm to deal with
the twists and turns of Europe’s electrical waste management
regulations, from the markings on packaging to what Ernst
refers to as “end-of-life treatment” for products. And Accerio
takes care of reporting all the data—including the amount of
materials recycled and the amount discarded—to the
respective countries within the E.U.
Ernst recalls the advice of fellow Rollins alum Robert
Fish ’87, a successful real estate businessman: “He said, ‘Find
something simple that you can repeat, and do it over and over
again,’” Ernst said. “Well, I definitely didn’t do that.” But what
he’s done has worked out just fine, and Europe is cleaner for it.
As for that Dutch law student who lured Ernst to Europe in the
first place, she’s now his wife, and Ernst is looking forward to
one day showing her and their two children what life in the
United States is like: Accerio recently opened an office
in Colorado and Ernst would like to bring his green
entrepreneurial spirit to the States. 
chris.ernst@accerio.com —Maureen Harmon
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works in film and television, most recently on
a film entitled The Job, starring Ron Perlman,
Joe Pantoliano, Taryn Manning, and Patrick
Flueger. Alexa writes, “Though Tim and I
never met at Rollins, we did meet many years
later on a film set in Malibu, California.” Sarah
Sutton Watkins (see Family Additions) stays
connectedwith Rollins alumni in theMemphis
area, including Jenn Crawford Mohead ’96,
McLean Schaeffer Doughtie ’97, and Monica
Cox Boucek.
’99 | Melissa Brantz Borden is one of the chi-
ropractors for the Philadelphia 76ers. Andrea
Henderson Ehresman ’02MBA
spent Alumni Fox Day 2008
at a Colorado Rockies game
with Lauren Shrensky ’97
and Kristen Russel.
2000s
’00 | Courtney Jacobs
graduated from the Acad-
emy of Art University in San
Francisco with an MFA in
painting. In September, she
showed her body of work,
“Speaking in Tongues,” at
the 79 NewMontgomery Gallery in San Fran-
cisco. View her artwork at courtneyjaneja-
cobs.com. After leaving Rollins, Jennifer
Jamrog graduated from the University of Col-
orado in Boulder in 2004 and spent four
years practicing massage therapy at the
Grand Hyatt in Kauai. She recently moved to
West Virginia to attend osteopathic medical
school. Jenny writes, “I have many great
memories of Rollins and the people there.
Aloha!” Eleanor “Nellie” Lackman (seeWed-
dings) is a copyright and trademark litigation
attorney at Arnold & Porter LLP, and her hus-
band, David, is director of digital services at
Pace Advertising. The couple lives in Brook-
lyn, NY. After practicing human rights law for
four years at the Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights in Washington, DC, Do-
minique Mila Alfonsin is pursuing a master’s
degree in public policy fromGeorgetownUni-
versity. She writes, “The master’s program is
offered in Buenos Aires, Argentina, which
means I have returned tomycountry of origin.”
’01 | Since giving birth to twins, Rachel Born-
hauser Durrum (see Family Additions) is a
stay-at-home mom. Her husband, Tony
’00HH, works as a purchasing agent for the
city ofWinter Park. Luisa Valdes ’04MBAwas
engaged to Steven Cortese
of Melbourne, Florida, on
June 1, 2008 by the lake at
Kraft Azalea Gardens in
Winter Park. The two met in
Orlando, have been dating,
and are planning an April 18,
2009 wedding.
’02 | Nick Bazo is finishing an MFA in theatre
for young audiences from UCF and has
moved to Boston to work on his graduate
thesis. In May, Lindsay Berman (see Wed-
dings) graduated with distinction from
Widener University School of Law in Wilm-
ington, DE. She is working as a law clerk for
Burlington County Superior Court in New
Jersey. In May, Anna DeMers received a mas-
ter of fine arts degree in theatre from Sarah
Lawrence College. Chan-
dra Leighworked in cast-
ing for Fox Network’s
Emmy-Award Winning
TV show American Idol.
Carolyn Marcotte re-
ceived her law degree
from Suffolk University in
2005 and recently accepted a position with
Hiscock & Barclay, LLP, a full-
service, 200-attorney law
firm, at their new downtown
Boston office. Carolyn fo-
cuses her practice in the area
of commercial litigation. She
represents businesses and in-
dividuals in a variety of contexts, including
business-contract disputes, employment dis-
crimination, real-estate transactions, and se-
curities litigation. In May, Katie Marzullo
co-produced and directed a commercial,
which will be airing in Burbank and Glendale,
as part of her film school’s local TV advertis-
ing campaign. She is nowworking on her the-
sis film and has won a scholarship from the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.
Katie writes, “It’s my first ‘Academy Award!’”
After spending 10 years in the U.S., Robert
Ninic relocated to London to work. He writes,
“Sweden is my home country, so now I can
easily fly over from the UK and visit my fam-
ily on the weekends.”
’03 | Matt Chatham (see Weddings) and his
wife, Sam, live in San Francisco, where Matt is
vice president for Jones Lang Lasalle. J.
Brentley Childs is engaged to Elizabeth Chan-
dler of Hopkinton, NH. Theymet in themoun-
tains of Breckenridge and plan to wed on
June 6, 2009 in York Harbor, ME. Hewrites, “It
is a wonderful time in our lives and we look
forward to our beautiful future together!”
Andy Merkin is moving to France to attend
business school for an MBA from HEC. He
writes, “I’m glad I took 21 credits of Spanish at
Rollins.” Crystal Watson completed her mas-
ter’s degree in anthropology at the University
of Colorado-Boulder. This summer, she trav-
eled back to Bangladesh to study on a grant
at the American Institute of Bangladesh Stud-
ies before continuing her Ph.D. in Boulder and
France. She writes, “Mr. Scrappy Dushto Dog
will be the only Bangladeshi dog to live on 3
continents.”
’04 | Rachel Friedman Rambach (see Wed-
dings) and her husband, Zach, live in Spring-
field, IL, where Rachel is a board-certified
music therapist and Zach is an insurance
agent with AAA insurance. Since graduating
from Columbia University and UCF, Jenna
Hubner Wimmer (see Weddings) has been
practicing as a family nurse practitioner. This
fall,Whitney Morse started an MFA in acting
at Columbia University. She is engaged and
plans tomarry next August.Whitneywrites, “I
can’t believe I have finally found the one, and
he is a farm boy from Iowa—two worlds
unite!” In May, Elizabeth Stollings received a
JD degree from the New England School of
Law. Ian Thomas ran as a candidate for State
House in Harrisburg, PA.Michael Thorstad has
been promoted from a realtor associate to a
broker associate with the New
York-based real-estate firm The
Corcoran Group Real Estate,
Inc. He works in their Palm
Beach office. Kathryn Valdez
Zatta (see Weddings) and her
husband, Steven, are currently
living in London but are hoping to move
home to New Jersey in the next few years.
Angelo Villagomez works for the Pew Chari-
table Trust in the NorthernMariana Islands. He
is the point person there and is building local
community support for the establishment of
amarine sanctuary in the three northernmost
islands of the Mariana Islands.
’05 | Katie Barker sailed the yacht Alerion, an
Alerion Express 33, to
a podium finish in
Jamestown, RI. After
graduating from fire
school in 2007, Keri
Dye was hired by
Cape Coral Fire Res-
cue. Keri is currently in
her last semester of paramedic school at Edi-
son College. She writes, “I’m living in sunny
Cape Coral enjoying the greatest career
ever—helping people!” Annika Sundell
’08MBAwas hired by theOrlando agency Fry
Hammond Barr as public rela-
tions account coordinator. In her
new role, she will help to de-
velop and implement effective
public relations programs and
ensure optimalmanagement for
client accounts.
’06 | EmyCardoza is in her second year in the
master of divinity program at the University
of Chicago. Andre Dohlen changed jobs to
become a consultant for a German company
in the IT field. Hewrites, “Mywife, Melissa, and
I are expecting a baby and are looking for-
ward to adding a little person to our family.”
Sean Graham was accepted by Taiwan’s Na-
tional Qinghua University into the master’s
degree program in anthropology. He also
published a Chinese news article in the Taiwan
newspaper, Liberty Times. Celia Merendi was
cast in the national touring company of
Chicago. Allison Wasserman ’08MBA and
Elizabeth Rothbeind ’08MBA are turning the
gold- and diamond-lace remnants of failed re-
lationships into profits. The
idea for the online enterprise
was born two years ago after
the pair decided to clean out
Allison’s closet. In April, they
launched their Web site, ex-
cessories.com, with the tag
line “Don’t Get Mad … Break
Even.” Allison is back home in New Orleans,
where she works for an advertising firm and
collects the jewelry sent for appraisal and sale
in her spare time. Elizabethworks on theWeb
site from Orlando.
’07 | Katherine Bakker is working for the Cor-
nell Fine Arts Museum at Rollins. SarahMorris
CELEBRATE
ALUMNI FOX DAY,
APRIL 23, 2009—
Recapture the
spirit of Fox Day
and join alumni
around the world
in celebration of
this beloved
Rollins tradition.
Planning is under
way for gatherings
across the country,
so be sure to visit
rollins.edu/alumni/
foxday for the latest
information about
a celebration in
your area.
DON’T BE OUTFOXED
>>
CLASS NEWS continued on p. 56
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IN DECEMBER 2008, Rollins lost a loyal alumnus,
dedicated parent, committed trustee, and dear
friend, Charles E. Rice ’64MBA ’98H.
A 1968 article in the Orlando Evening Star
announcing his appointment to the presidency of
the First National Bank of Winter Park described
Rice as looking “like the ‘most likely to succeed’
student in a college yearbook.” And succeed he
did. Tagged “Florida’s Banking Dynamo” by Business
Month and “the state’s most influential business
executive” by Florida Trend, Rice built a career that
included positions as president, CEO, and chairman
of Barnett Banks, Inc. (as well as its youngest
director), chairman of NationsBank Corporation,
and vice chairman of Bank of America. From his
introduction to banking in 1958 to his final role as
chairman of the board of Mayport Venture Partners
LLC, Rice applied 100 percent of his attention,
energy, and effort to every undertaking—business,
community service, or running a marathon.
A native of Chattanooga, Tennessee, Rice
moved to Florida as a child, and the state remained
his home for the rest of his life. He held the dis-
tinction of membership in the first graduating class
of Orlando’s Edgewater High School, which was
followed by service in the U.S. Army, an under-
graduate degree from the University of Miami,
graduate study at Louisiana State University’s
Banking School of the South, an MBA from Rollins’
Crummer Graduate School of Business, and further
study at the Harvard Business School Advanced
Management Program.
ROLLINS MOURNS
THE LOSS OF A LEADER
Charles Rice ’64MBA ’98H
ROLLINS HAS LOST
ONE OF ITS NOTABLE
LEADERS, BUT
CHARLES RICE’S
LEGACY OF SERVICE,
ADVOCACY, AND
SUPPORT REMAINS
TO INSPIRE
GENERATIONS OF
ROLLINS STUDENTS
AND FUTURE LEADERS.
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While Rice was earning recognition in the
world of finance, he was also giving back to his
communities. He served as a trustee of Winter
Park Memorial Hospital and a director of Loch
Haven Art Center (predecessor of the Orlando
Museum of Art), president of the Jacksonville Met-
ropolitan YMCA, and chairman of The Florida
Council of 100, among other volunteer leadership
roles. He was also a founding co-chairman of Take
Stock in Children, a nonprofit organization providing
college scholarships and mentors to at-risk
children in Florida.
A particular passion was education. In addition
to involvement as a trustee of the University of Miami
and a director of Jacksonville’s Bolles School, Rice
devoted substantial service to Rollins, including elec-
tion to the Alumni Association’s Board of Directors,
inaugural chairmanship of the Crummer Board of
Overseers, and 33 years as amember of the College’s
Board of Trustees, with three terms as chairman and
three years as chairman of the record-breaking
fundraising effort The Campaign For Rollins.
Coupled with the gifts of time and experience
were generous contributions in support of the
College’s annual fund and priority facilities. Rice
and his wife, Dianne Tauscher Rice ’61, provided
funds for the Rice President’s Dining Room in the
Cornell Campus Center and the award-winning
Charles Rice Family Bookstore and Dianne’s Café.
His alma mater recognized Rice with the
Rollins Decoration of Honor in 1972, the Alumni
Achievement Award in Banking and Finance in
1983, induction into the Crummer Alumni Hall of
Fame in 1987, and an honorary Doctor of Laws
degree in 1998. The Independent Colleges and
Universities of Florida named him a Champion of
Higher Independent Education in Florida.
Describing the importance of supporting
Rollins, Rice once stated, “For anyone who has ever
experienced Rollins, no explanation is necessary.
Our society is in dire need of leadership. And Rollins
is a place capable of preparing our future leaders.”
Rollins has lost one of its notable leaders, but
Charles Rice’s legacy of service, advocacy, and sup-
port remains to inspire generations of Rollins students
and future leaders.  —Lorrie Kyle Ramey ’70
LEFT: President Rita Bornstein ’04H ’04HAL
(l) and Barbara Lawrence Alfond ’68 (r) with
Charles andDianneRice during the celebration
of the Charles Rice Family Bookstore & Café
BOTTOM LEFT: Dianne and Charles “Charlie”
Rice at the dedication of the Harold & Ted
Alfond Sports Center
BOTTOM RIGHT: The Rice Family prepares
to cut the ribbon dedicating the Rice Family
Bookstore & Café (l to r): Dan Rice, Julie
Rice, Charles Rice, Dianne Rice, Celeste Rice
Donovan, Michelle Rice Mitchell ’91, and
John Donovan
ROLLINS PRESIDENTS
REMEMBER CHARLIE RICE
“My first day in the presi-
dency was a Sunday and I
went to the College to
review some paperwork.
There was a knock on the
window of the president’s
office. It was Charlie, asking
to come in to introduce
himself. We were friends
from day one.”
— Jack Critchfield ’78H
President 1969-1978
“During my dozen years of
administration, Charlie was
part of almost every major
decision on behalf of the
College, and his clear-eyed
and practical vision steered
the institution to new
heights. Rollins was so
lucky to have his leadership
and loyalty.”
— Thaddeus Seymour
’82HAL ’90H
President 1978-1990
“Charlie worked tirelessly
to help strengthen Rollins’
financial position and
academic excellence. He
was fun, focused, and
forward thinking—a perfect
alumnus, friend, and trustee.”
— Rita Bornstein
’04H ’04HAL
President 1990-2004
“His candor was refreshing
and his business sense was
unparalleled. Together with
his sense of humor and
genuine affection for
Rollins, these qualities
combined to make Charlie
Rice a lifelong standard-
bearer for the College.”
— Lewis Duncan
President 2004-
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GROWING UP IN CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA,
De AnneWingate ’96 had no intention of heading
south after high school. She had her sights set
on attending a New England college—that is,
until a few of her friends toured some
Florida campuses and reported they had
found the college for her. “And they were
right,” she said.
Wingate chose Rollins, and there the
political sciencemajor honed her leadership skills,
serving as a member of the Residential Hall Judicial
Council, Rollins Outdoor Club, Student Government Association,
Chi Omega sorority, and Student Alumni Association. Those skills would serve her well in her future career.
Wingate moved to Boston in 1997 and went to work for one of the first Internet ad networks, which
transferred her to their Chicago office in 1999. In 2006, she accepted her current position as vice president,
Midwest Sales for Univision Online, and opened their Chicago office. Handling the Midwest territory—
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Indiana, Missouri, the Dakotas, and, of course, Illinois—it is her responsibility
to deepen relationships with clients such as Kohl’s, General Motors, P&G, Unilever, Target, Sears, Kmart, and
Anheuser-Busch. “My job is to educate marketers to the fact that not only are Hispanics using the Internet, but
that there’s value to reaching them when they’re online,” Wingate said.
In 2004, Wingate received the Best Online Media Sales Professional award from the Dallas/Fort Worth
Interactive Marketing Association. “That was a great honor,” she said, “because even though I was an
association member, I didn’t live in the Dallas area, and yet the organization recognizedmy accomplishments
in covering both theMidwest and Southwest territories bymyself.” Wingate serves on the board of the Chicago
Interactive Marketing Association, something she says she’s passionate about.
Volunteering her time is second nature to Wingate,who isworkingwith CornerstoneCommunity Outreach
to put sheets on every homeless-shelter bed in northern Chicago. She and her colleagues at Univision also
volunteer for Suits For Success, an organization that
helps provide disadvantaged women with profes-
sional attire to wear in the career world. She also
teaches Sunday school once a month.
Now in her third year on the Rollins Alumni
Association Board of Directors, Wingate, whose
brother Fred ’97 also attended Rollins, is committed
to making a difference for her alma mater. Her
priorities are to see that both students and alumni
are given a voice to weigh in on issues critical to the
College and that students’ needs are being met.
As for the future, Wingate plans to direct her
zeal for helping people in need to local politics.
“Remembering that it’s not just about you, it’s about
your community, is one of the most important things
Rollins instilled in me,” she said. 
dwingate@us.univision.com —Russ J. Stacey ’05HH
ALUMNI BOARD SPOTLIGHT:
DE ANNE WINGATE ’96
Perez (see Weddings) is a music teacher at
Clarcona Elementary School, and her hus-
band, Socrates Perez ’08, is a full-time wor-
ship leader at First Baptist Church of Orlando.
In September, Tara Nelson participated in Uni-
versity of Florida’s moot-court competition,
which was argued before U.S. Supreme Court
Chief Justice John G. Roberts Jr. In Septem-
ber, Jennifer Trollinger Knox was hired as
director of children and family ministries at
First United Methodist Church of Melbourne.
’08 | Arjola Miruku Hoffman (seeWeddings)
and her husband, Peter, live in Ft. Worth, TX,
where Arjola is a graduate student on full
graduate assistantship in music at Texas
Christian University. Sara Patrick works as
administrative assistant in the Alumni Rela-
tions office at Rollins.
FAMILY ADDITIONS
’86 Danielle Lares-Bouharoun and husband
Peter, son Shay, 7/12/08.
’90 Melissa Tellier Pipinich,
daughter Petra Elianna,
6/2/08, who joins sister Victo-
ria, 5.
’91 Jennifer Moss Crowley and
husbandChristopher, daughter
Addison Grace, 2/8/07, who
joins brother Wilson, 1.
’92 Nicole Gragnano Behler
and husband Jon, daughter
Rose, 6/20/07. Brooks Hat-
field and wife Meredith, son
Cole Eddington,
6/12/08, who joins
brother Evans, 6, and
sister Grace, 5. Kari
Larsen Pedone and
husband Steve, Ellie
Larsen, 4/19/08, who
joins sister Maddie, 4. Benjamin Smith and
wife Mellisa, son Benjamin Bassett, Jr.,
3/25/08, who joins sister Sarah, 1.
’93 Marshall and Heather McConnell Farrer
’95, twins Canon Marshall and Hayes Burns,
8/19/08. Wendy Yonfa Thomson and hus-
band Robert, son Robert Francis “Trey,”
2/26/08, who joins sister Alexandra, 3.
’94 Shannon Hunt Scott and husband James,
daughter Chloe, 8/16/08.
’95 Anne Stone and husband Richard, daugh-
ter Clover Beatrix, 6/25/08, who joins brother
Parker, 5.
’96 Wendy Speake Brunner
and husband Matt, son Asher
Beau, 2/22/08, who joins
brothers Brody, 2, and Caleb, 4.
’97 Mary Ann Canzano Sullivan and husband
Peter, daughter Samantha, 8/11/08, who joins
sister Kayla, 2. Julie Godwin
Segura and husband Carlos,
son Christian Ellison, 2/7/08,
who joins brother Carlos, 3.
CLASS NEWS (continued from p. 53)
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’98 Shannon Gryn Severin and
husband Will, son Michael
Thomas, 8/18/08, who joins
sister Katherine, 2. Chapman
and Josie Miles
Stewart, son Fuller Emerson,
3/23/08. Ashley Stearns Burr
and husband Andrew, son An-
drew Edwards
Jr., 2/23/08, who joins sister,
Miller, 2. Sarah Sutton Watkins
and husband Trey, son James
Christopher, 6/5/08, who joins
brothers William, 4, and Henry, 3. Vanessa
Valle Vogel and husband Steven, daughter Al-
legra Sofia, 1/3/08.
’99 Mike and Charlotte Kinni-
cutt Vinci, daughter Caitlin
Ann, 3/22/08, who joins sister
Campbell, 2.
’00 Grant and Jenny Colinger Rowe ’99,
daughter Katelyne Elizabeth, 8/18/08, who
joins sister Emma, 4.
’01 Rachel Bornhauser Durrum
and husband Tony Durrum
’00HH, twins Holly Allison and
Natalie Elise, 12/11/07, who join
sister Sarah, 3.
Kristin McAllaster Mease ’03MED
and husband Cameron, daugh-
ter Sophie Cameron, 6/2/08.
’02 Peter Fitzgerald and wife
Megan, son Jack Robert,
2/17/08.
’03 Chelsea Larned Boudreaux and husband
Wallace, son Donovan Laird, 9/17/07.
WEDDINGS
’65 Susan Goddard to Tom Heron, 12/29/07.
’80 Susanne Wechsler to Charles Spear,
1/1/08.
’84 Terry Hummel ’92MAC to
Nector Collazo, 11/3/08, in
Palm Springs, CA.
’92 Kalee Kreider to Jack
Pratt, 9/27/08.
’93 Kristin Erwin to John
Woodward, 5/3/08, at
Yeocomico Episcopal
Church in Kinsale, VA; at-
tendees: Patrice Garnes
Curtis ’92, Marina Aviles,
and Alison Hillegeist ’96.
’94 RichardMulligan to Tracy Bowen, 2/16/08.
’95 Jessica Zimmerman to Roberto Carassa,
4/14/08; attendees:El-
isha Contner, Monica
Hunsader Conteras,
JamieJenningsRhodes
’96, and Jennifer Mal-
oney Marshall ’97.
’96 Ellen McCoy to Cpt.
Michael Sharp, 8/2/08, in
Lido Beach, FL; attendees:
Rachel Bracken, Claire Con-
nolly Michalec,
Desiree Mar-
tin, Robyn Williams Birkeland,
Holly Hammond ’98, and Gabi
Light ’99. Julie Sauers to Mark
Ringenberg, 6/21/08.
’97 Michael Deaver ’00MACCT to Jennifer
Barth, 10/12/08, in St. Petersburg, FL; best
man: Andy Ritchie ’97 ’03MAC; attendees:
Writer-in-Residence and Associate Professor
of Creative Writing Philip Deaver, Luis Her-
nandez ’97, Marcel Schaefer ’98, Daniel
Deaver ’04, Laura DeaverWaterfield ’04, and
Brian Waterfield ’04
’98 Shannon Barry to Christo-
pher O’Grady, 5/17/08, at the
Red Mill in
Clinton, NJ.
Timothy Sheehan to Alexa
Motley ’94, 1/1/08, in the
British Virgin Islands.
’99 Maria Figueroa to Joseph
Cintron, 5/25/08, in Deland,
FL; attendees: Kim Koi, Katie
Signor Gentry ’06MBA, Larissa
Miller Hardesty ’00 ’05MED,
and Jennifer Zelenak Li ’00.
’00 Colleen Arcand to Brian
Reese, 3/29/08, at First Baptist
Church of Oviedo, FL; atten-
dees: Stewart Parker ’02 and
Kirk Thomas
’07MBA. Eleanor “Nellie”
Lackman to David Levi Mc-
Connell, 3/30/08, at Casa
Feliz in Winter Park, FL.
’02 Lindsay Berman to Michael
Hansell, 10/11/08, at Mansion on
Forsyth Park in Savannah, GA;
attendees: Devon Coughlin
Lawrence ’01 and Lani Marcus
Haynes ’01.
’03 Matt Chatham to Samantha Drimal,
5/17/08, in Darien, CT; attendees: Lauren Till
’02, Graham Barrett, Dillon Bryan, Jim Calla,
and Paige Bradbury ’04.
Rachel Purdy to Roy Ped-
ersen, 10/20/07, in Pen-
sacola Beach, FL;
bridesmaids: Kelly Abra-
ham Bosscher, Jenny
Murphy Gilliam, Laura Woods Annous, and
Kelley Camacho Herrera ’04. Nilani Trent to
Noah Qua, 8/16/08, at Cipriani 23rd Street in
New York City.
’04 Rachel Friedman to Zach
Rambach, 8/8/08, in Spring-
field, IL; bridesmaid: Vanessa
Sain ’05 ’06MBA. Jenna Hub-
ner to Steve
Wimmer, 7/8/06, in Orlando;
attendees: Kim Koi ’99, Leah
Connolly ’03, Kyle Ledo ’03,
Lisa Luna ’03, Kyle Stedman
’03, Leigh George, Toby Rice,
Kim Brackett ’05, Margo de
Guehery Stedman ’05, and
Nick Manson
’05. Eileen Uht
to Michael Geffre, 11/14/07.
Kathryn Valdez to Steven
Zatta, 8/8/08, in Princeton, NJ.
’05 Juliet Rowgo to
Michael Misconi, 3/29/08,
in Cocoa Beach, FL; atten-
dees: Timothy Bratcher,
Shereena Dann Seerattan,
Nikkia Gumbs ’08MHR,
Leila Kirkland Bellaire, and Aida Walsh.
’06 Duncan Winship to Kitty
Strauss ’07, 6/21/08, at Knowles
Memorial Chapel; groomsmen:
Andrew Smalls and Eli Green ’07;
bridesmaid: Cassandra LeRoy
’07; attendees: Ryan Wright ’97, Alex Anico
’03,Marcus Phelps,Chris Robinson ’07,Kylen
Wijayasuriya ’07, Marley Brumme ’08, Hilary
Serra ’08, Austin Connors ’09, HannahWhite
’09, andMegan Borkes ’10.
’07 Sarah Morris to Socrates Perez ’08,
6/14/08. Jaimee Owens to Eric Rolinson
’05MBA, 2/29/08.
’08 Arjola Miruku to Peter Hoffman, 8/8/08, in
Jacksonville, FL; bridesmaids:
Mary-Elizabeth Langston,
Danielle de Alminana ’09HH;
organist: Nathan Taylor ’08HH;
reader: Joseph Kuhlman.
TARS DROP
ANCHOR IN LAKE
VIRGINIA — and
are here to stay.
Watch for details in
the Fall 2009 issue
of Rollins Magazine.
>>
The Department of Archives and Spe-
cial Collections recently received a gen-
erous donation of $5,000 from Mrs.
MiriamWarner of NewYork to fund the
digitization of issues of The Sandspur
published from 1931 to 1950, thus com-
pleting coverage of the Hamilton Holt
era (1925-1949). The collection will
soon be available online through the
Central Florida Memory project at
www.cfmemory.org. Mrs. Walker made
the gift in memory of her father, Dr.
Richard Firestone (1888-1944), who
served the College as a professor of
language and literature and was the
first faculty member to receive the
Rollins Decoration of Honor (1935). She
also donated to the Rollins Archives her
father’s three-volume unpublished
manuscript, “Eros Paedagogicus: An
Approach to Elizabethan Literature and
Its Underlying Traditions.”
PRESERVING THE PAST
Professor and Head
of Archives and
Special Collections
Wenxian Zhang
dressed in a warrior
outfit on the Yangtze
Richard James
Mertz Professor of
Education Al Moe in
front of the Three
Gorges Dam
Our group in front of Tiananmen Square: BACK ROW (l-r): Ryan
Liles, Mary Arnold ’82, Phyllis Puritz, Janet Taht, June Gittleson ’62,
Richard Lewis, Sunny Hodes, Jon Hisey, Laura Cole ’04 ’08MLS,
Richard James Mertz Professor of Education Al Moe, Judith
Williams, Richard Williams, Marcia Welsh Davis ’76, Mike Davis ’77,
Ray Fannon ’82; FRONT ROW (l-r): Alumni Relations Program Co-
ordinator Elaine Liles, Diane Coffman, Jo Ann McDonald DiBiase ’63,
Nancy Frazier, Carol Hisey, Beverly Taht, Louise Orr, Elayne Moe,
Heidi Tauscher ’82, Professor and Head of Archives and Special Col-
lections Wenxian Zhang, and our guide Mike Zhao
Photos by Laura J. Cole ’04 ’08MLS
Jo Ann McDonald DiBiase ’63 on the
steps before the iconic Hall of Annual
Prayer in the Temple of Heaven complex




(l-r) Phyllis Puritz, June Gittleson ’62, Sunny Hodes,
and Diane Coffman inside the Temple of Heaven complex

IN MAY 2008, Rollins alumni, family, and
friends immersed themselves in a unique
experience that took them from the big cities
of Bejing, Xi’an, and Shanghai to a few smaller
towns along the Yangtze. Led by Professor and
Head of Archives and Special Collections
Wenxian Zhang, the traveling companions
built warm friendships and camaraderie as
they journeyed across the Middle Kingdom.
Along their tour, they visited such mesmeriz-
ing and iconic sites as the Great Wall, Tianan-
men Square, the Temple of Heaven, the terra
cotta warriors, the Three Gorges, and the
Bund. They also explored some less-traveled
areas of China, such as a schoolhouse in the
relocation town of Fengdu.
Discovering the
MIDDLE
KINGDOM
“Our group was constantly delighted and fascinated by the awe-inspiring architecture—
both old and new. To see Beijing before the Olympics and witness the speed at which
they were erecting massive, postmodern skyscrapers was incredible. There were so many
amazing moments, such as barely being able to stand up straight on the balcony of the
boat as we sailed down the Yangtze; visiting a schoolhouse and a farm in the
small town of Fengdu; enjoying a 19-course dumpling meal in Xi’an; visit-
ing with a couple in their home in the hutong area of Beijing; being com-
pletely unprepared for the massive space that held the millions of
terra cotta warriors; and, of course, walking along the Great Wall and
that moment, far away from all the tourists, where I could look out at
the surrounding mountains and feel the centuries of history wash
over me.” —Laura J Cole ’04 ’08MLS
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INMEMORY
’28 June Mosher Rhodes died March 2, 2008.
She was a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
June’s extensive Rollins
family includes her
brother Herbert Mosher
’27 (deceased), sons
John Rhodes ’55 and
Richard Rhodes ’63, daughter-in-law Linda
Schmidt Rhodes ’65 (deceased), nephew
John Rhodes ’85, grandson Richard Rhodes
’90, and granddaughters Judith Rhodes ’91
and Jen Rhodes ’92.
’32 Robert G. Cleveland died June 30, 2008.
During WWII, he rose to the rank of Navy
commander and served in London after the
Blitz. He also worked with Lord Louis Mount-
batten on planning for the D-Day invasion of
France. Joining the Foreign Service in 1947,
Robert was assigned initially to a devastated
Bucharest, Romania. In the early 1950s, he
was posted to Paris, where he participated in
the economic implementation of the Marshall
Plan. His final positingwas Belgrade, where he
worked with Ambassadors George F. Kennan
and Lawrence Eagleburger during the last
years of Marshall Tito’s rule. After his retire-
ment in 1970, Robert maintained his commit-
ment to fostering understanding between the
U.S. and other nations by assuming the pres-
idency of the Meridian International Center,
where he developed a number of educational
and cultural exchanges. He is survived by his
wife Mary, two daughters, a son, and six
grandchildren.
’34 Ruth Harris Matyi died August 1, 2008.
She was an award-winning artist and sculp-
tress. Ruthwas preceded in death by her hus-
band, Frank, and is survived by a daughter, a
granddaughter, two grandsons, and seven
great-grandchildren.
’35 A. Edwin “Ed” Shinholser died July 14,
2008. Ed practiced law in Orlando until 1942,
when he joined the Navy and served in the
Philippines during WWII. He completed his
service as lieutenant in 1945. In 1946, he
moved back to his hometown of Sanford,
Florida, where he practiced law continuously
for 40 years. Ed retired as senior partner of
Shinholser, Mocrief, & Reid. Throughout his
professional years, he served as Sanford city
attorney, president of the Seminole County
Bar Association, and president of Sanford Ki-
wanis Club. He is predeceased by his wife
Elizabeth, and is survived by a sister, two
nieces, three grandnieces, and three grand-
nephews.
’39 Harriet Young Davis died January 13,
2008.
’48 Carole Austen died November 1, 2007.
Carole taught creative power through the arts
at the Navy Chaplain’s School in Rhode Island
and lectured at Stanford, Harvard Graduate
School, MIT, Brandeis University, Northeastern
University, and other centers of learning. She
designed and taught her Ph.D.-level courses
at the University of Humanistic Studies in San
Diego and was invited to teach at the Univer-
sity of California in San Diego, Santa Barbara,
and Santa Cruz. A minister in the fellowship
of the inner light, Carole also taught at the
Paul Solomon Foundation. To further her
seminal work in researching the human brain
and psyche, she founded the Center for
Whole Brain Learning and Higher Intelligence
Training, a wellspring of creativity to explore,
teach, and celebrate the vastness of human
potential. She published six books, Switch on
Your Brain,Cosmic Conversations,Musashi on
Musashi, The Life and Times of Jesus of
Nazareth, The Grail Legends, and James Dean
from Spirit.
’48 Ivor D. Groves, Jr. ’64MBA died Septem-
ber 2, 2008. He was a physicist at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory andworked for 28
years at the Naval Underwater Sound Lab in
Orlando. He publishedmany technical papers
and edited the book Acoustic Transducers. In
1974, Ivor presented a paper in London, Eng-
land at the 8th International Congress on
Acoustics. For many years, he was an ama-
teur radio operator with the call signW4DRX.
Ivor is survived by his wife Marjorie, a son, two
daughters, seven grandchildren, and two
great-grandchildren.
’49 Joseph J. Master died June 1, 2008. A vet-
eran of WWII, he was awarded three purple
hearts during his combat service. He went on
to obtain a bachelor of science degree in
business and anMBA fromStetson University,
where he taught as a professor of accounting
from 1965 to 1995. He served as chairman of
the M.E. Rinker, Sr., Institute of Tax and Ac-
countancy and was the Christian R. Lindback
Chair of Accounting. Joseph was appointed
treasurer of Stetson’s Board of Trustees in
1994 and elected to voting membership on
the board in 1995, the first faculty member to
hold that position. He was predeceased by a
daughter and is survived by his wife Joan, a
daughter, three stepsons, and 11 grandchil-
dren.
’50 Winston R. “Red” Henderson died June
19, 2008. Red served in the Army Air Corps
from 1940 to 1945 in various capacities—air-
craft mechanic, flight engineer, squadron in-
spector, and line chief—first in the Panama
Canal Zone and later in the Pacific theater,
specifically following the invasion of Okinawa.
Following discharge in 1945, he used the GI
Bill to attend Rollins and later transferred to
the University of Minnesota. His career in the
public library field began as assistant director
and head of reference service for the Orlando
Public Library, followed by associate chief li-
brarian for the Jacksonville Public Library. He
became director of the Phoenix Public Library
system in 1959, retiring from that position in
1982. He is survived by his wife Betsy, a son, a
daughter, and four grandchildren.
’50 Thomas A. Hagood died August 9, 2008.
After high school, Tommy enlisted in the U.S.
Navy and served in WWII. In 1947, he estab-
lished Hagood Brothers, Inc, an Orlando fam-
ily boat business, with his brothers and father.
He won many boat-racing National Champi-
onships in the U.S. and Canada. In 1956, he
met Nancy Shepherd, a famous New York
fashionmodel, and the twoweremarried until
her death in 1993. In 1998, at his 48th Reunion,
Tommmy rekindled his relationship with his
former College sweetheart, Joyce Yeomans
Dreier-Hagood, who passed away onemonth
after him. Tommy is survived by two daugh-
ters, two sons, three stepchildren, and ten
grandchildren.
’50 Telfair S. Rogers died April 22, 2008. He
was preceded in death by his first wife,
Corinne Dunn Rogers Sanford ’48, and is sur-
vived bywife Anita, a daughter, and two sons.
’50 Joyce Yeomans Dreier-Hagood died Sep-
tember 14, 2008. She was a concert pianist,
champion badminton player, successful en-
trepreneur, and active member of various
civic and philanthropic organizations. After
her husband, Edward, died in 1997, Joyce be-
came president of the Dreier Development
Co. On Valentine’s Day 2000, she married
Thomas A. Hagood ’50. The couple split their
time between Kansas City and RanchoMirage
until Thomas’ death this past August. Joyce is
survived by a son, two daughters, and two
granddaughters.
’51 David Estes died August 11, 2008. David
graduated from Cornell University and en-
tered the Army just after the start of WWII.
He spent his military duty with the Office of
Strategic Services in Washington, DC, com-
pleting his final OSS assignment in Nurem-
berg, Germany as part of Justice Robert
Jackson’s staff. In the fall of 1950, he took ad-
vantage of the last year of the G.I. and en-
rolled at Rollins, where he met his wife,
Virginia Apgar Estes ’52. He founded the
Landfall restaurant in Woods Fall on Cape
Cod and continued its operation for 42 years
until two of his sons took over ownership and
management. David is survived by his wife,
four sons, and eight grandchildren.
’51 Alexander G. Gregory died August 9,
2008. He served inWWII in the 23rd Armored
Engineer Battalion. Alexander went on to be-
come chairman and founder of the 1st Polio
Clinic in Pennsylvania. He later developed 22
Holiday Inns across the East Coast and co-de-
veloped Toftrees Golf Club and Resort. He is
survived by his wife Lilian, two sons, a daugh-
ter, and eight grandchildren.
’51 Bob L. Lambert died July 24, 2008. Bob
served in the military as a lieutenant com-
mander in The United States Coast Guard. He
was active in the community as a developer,
banker, and a registered lobbyist in Washing-
ton, DC. He is survived bywife Sally and a son.
’54 Edward H. Angier died May 18, 2008.
After graduating, he became a commissioned
officer in the U.S. Navy, where he and his fam-
ily spent eight of his 20 years of service sta-
tioned in Asia. After leaving the Navy, Edward
became a real estate agent at Bowie Crofton
in Maryland. He enjoyed extensive travel with
his wife, family, and friends during his retire-
ment. He is survived by his wife, a daughter,
two sons, three grandsons, and three great-
grandchildren.
’59 Marilyn Hall Leu died February 2, 2008.
KD REUNION
MARCH 27-29
Mr. Shamrock can't
wait to see you!
>>
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’59 Robert Schuder died July 19, 2007. Bobwas a gen-
eral contractor. Hewas preceded in death by a son and
is survived by his wife Jeanette Windsor Schuder ’60,
two sons, two daughters, and seven grandchildren.
’64 Florence Eveslage Royce died February 3, 2008.
’61 John N. Muszynski died July 23, 2008. After gradu-
ating, he served in the U.S. Merchant Marines in WWII
as a radio operator, supporting the naval fleets in the
liberation of Europe and gaining a lifelong fascination
with radio. In 1945, he co-founded the Air Base Grill in
Orlando. He also taught history and art at Boone High
School, regaling students with colorful stories of the
past. During the summers, he worked as a radio officer
on merchant ships, traveling extensively throughout
Africa, Europe, Australia, and Asia. John is survived by
his wife Dorothy, a stepson, four daughters, and 12
grandchildren.
’64 Clark R. Wilcox died February 13, 2008. Clark was
the founder, president, CEO, and managing partner of
Wilcox & Associates—an executive search firm dedi-
cated to identifying the highest quality candidates to
assist “C” level decision makers and human resources
professional in finding the talent they need to manage
and grow their businesses. The firm was founded in
1996 and had a well-documented track record helping
clients find senior-level human-capital solutions for
their strategic, specialty, and diversity recruitment
needs. Clients included JP Morgan Chase, Freddie
Mack, ATMI, Agent Logic, Indevus Pharmaceuticals,
and IN Q Tel. Before starting his business, Clark was an
agent lender to many Fortune 500 companies. He is
survived by his wife Jacquie, two sons, a daughter, a
stepson, a stepdaughter, and seven grandchildren.
’80 Peggy Ann Foster-Petrosky died August 4, 2008.
Her accomplished real estate career with Stiles Real Es-
tate and Caldwell Banker was not amajor focal point of
Peggy’s wonderful life. She loved being social, from the
moment she stepped onto the Rollins campus, and en-
joyed spending time with her friends and family. She is
survived by her husband.
’80 Jon R. Reiker ’97MBA died November 15, 2007. He
is survived by his wifeMelissa Baio Reiker ’94HH, a son,
and a daughter.
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“At Rollins, I discovered who I
dreamed of being, found my passions,
and learned to use my own voice.”
–Amanda Peters Hopkins ’03
Alumni Board Member
THEROLLINS FUND
Support the Journey
Every donation matters.
To join your classmates in giving,
simply log on to rollins.edu and
click on “Support Rollins.”
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DANIEL F. RIVA ’81H passed away following a battle with bone cancer on October 22, 2008. A World
War II hero and a continuing-education pioneer, Riva was dean of the Central Florida School of
Continuing Education—now the Hamilton Holt School—from 1969 to 1981.
Riva came to the Holt School following an illustrious 28-year career as a pilot, diplomat, and
educator in the U.S. Air Force, during which he reached the rank of colonel and earned 32 military
decorations, including the Legion of Merit and the Distinguished Flying Cross.
At the Holt School, Riva enthusiastically instituted new programs, majors, and courses,
encouraging the instructors to be innovative in creating exciting curricula for adult learners. Criminal
justice was his most successful major, filling the evening campus with police officers eager to grow in
their profession. An astute veteran of theWashington scene, Riva secured substantial federal funding for the program, and amaster’s degree
in criminal justice was added. Riva was cited frequently as a scholar, author, teacher, and administrator as he transformed the young school
into an accredited and financially sound component of Rollins College and what Rollins professor Marvin E. Newman called “one of the
nation’s first truly quality educational institutions targeted to adults.”
Born and raised in Hartford, Connecticut, Riva received a BS from Springfield College, an MA from the George Washington University,
and a Ph.D. from the University ofMissouri. Upon his retirement, Rollins College awarded him the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws and the
permanent rank of dean emeritus. “Dr. Daniel Riva made a profound difference in what would later become the Hamilton Holt School,” said
Sharon Carrier, current Holt School dean. “He inspired and helped many students to achieve their educational goals.”
In 2007, Riva’s son Kyle ’79MBA, former chair of the Hamilton Holt School Board of Advisors, honored his father’s service to the College
by establishing a $100,000 endowed scholarship in his father’s name.
Riva is also survived by his wife, Kimiko; son Richard; daughter Linda ’75; brother Vincent; and sister Henrietta. His family requests that
any donations in his memory be sent to the Daniel F. Riva Endowed Scholarship at Rollins College Hamilton Holt School, 1000 Holt
Avenue–2725, Winter Park, FL 32789. Riva will be interred with honors in Arlington National Cemetery.—Renée Anduze ’04HH
IN MEMORY
DANIEL F. RIVA ’81H
“SHELBY AND I CONTRIBUTE TO
THE AMY LATHROP ’00 MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
AS IT PROVIDES OTHERSWITH THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIENCEWHAT AMY
LOVED ABOUT ROLLINS COLLEGE AND LIFE.” —CALLIE COSENTINO ’01
EACHYEAR, SISTERSCALLIE ’01ANDSHELBY ’02COSENTINOmake a leadership gift to support The
Amy Lathrop ’00 Memorial Scholarship, an annual scholarship fund established in 2007 in memory
of their dear friend Amy Lathrop ’00, who passed away on July 11, 2004 after a long battle with
cancer. A fitting tribute to a vibrant young woman who was passionate about the environment,
animals, and nature, the scholarship benefits a Rollins student studying environmental studies.
Amy’s friendAndreaHenderson Ehresman ’99 ’02MBAworkedwith the College’s Development
Office to establish the memorial fund. “Amy was a wonderful friend, confidante, leader, and an
inspiration to us all,” Andrea said. “I wanted to find a way to ensure that her love and vision of life
would continue at Rollins.” Callie remembers Amy for her vibrant personality, warm smile, and
passion for the environment and animals. “Shelby and I contribute to the scholarship fund as it
provides others with the opportunity to experience what Amy loved about Rollins College and life. It is a way to keep Amy in our
hearts and allows us to remember and follow her example of giving to others.”
If youwould like to join Callie, Shelby, andAndrea in giving to TheAmy Lathrop ’00Memorial Scholarship Fund this year, please
send your donation (indicating “Lathrop” in the check’s memo line) to: Rollins Development Office, 1000 Holt Avenue - 2750,
Winter Park, FL 32789.—Leslie Carney ’03
ROLLINS ALUMNI:
CONNECTED FOR
LIFE—Let your
classmates know
where life after
graduation has
taken you. Visit
rollins.edu/alumni/
updates/classnews.
shtml to submit
your class news
today or send it to
the Office of
Alumni Relations,
1000 Holt Avenue –
2736, Winter Park,
FL 32789. Thanks
for staying connected!
>>YOUNG ALUMNI KEEP FRIEND’S MEMORY ALIVE
CLASS NEWS
SUBMISSIONS
62 ROL L I N S MAGAZ I N E
CENTRAL FLORIDA
CENTRAL FLORIDA REAL ESTATE
AND BANKING NETWORKING EVENT
EOLA WINE COMPANY, August 2008
Erik Swenk ’03, Morgan Bourdat ’04,
Brooke Blackwell Castino ’05MHR, and
Steve Castino ’02 ’05MBA
Brett Persons ’10MBA, Daniell Robertson ’06 ’10MBA,
Andrei Ebrahimpour ’10MBA, and Robert Schultz ’07
Jonathan Wallace and Eileen Fernandez ’97
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CHAPEL CHOIR ALUMNI GATHERING
ROLLINS ALUMNI HOUSE, Sept. 2008
Scott Galloway ’73 and
Holly Rogers ’72
Tracy Scott ’77, Regina Rodgers Andres ’77, Stanley
Cording ’77 and retired Chapel Choir director Alexander
Anderson
Peter Osborn ’84 and
Dagmara Zeidenbergs ’86
Jennifer Cosby Anderson ’80 ’86MAT, Susan
Curran ’76, Anna Santilli ’74, and Marguerite
Wettstein
YOUNG ALUMNI JINGLE MINGLE
CIRCA, December 2008
Marisa Carroll ’03 and Anna
DeMers ’02
Director of Athletics Pennie Parker and
Alumni Board member Bobby Ourisman ’78
Alyssa Porrello ’07, Katie
Zellmer ’07, and Allison
Starnes-Anglea ’07
WASHINGTON, D.C.
NATIONALS PARK, September 2008
Roxanne Mougenel Fleming ’77, Alumni Board
member Tony Wilner ’82, Director of Alumni Rela-
tions Elizabeth Francetic, and Mike Fannon ’79
Selena Moshell ’05, Lauren Engelmann ’05, Carrie
Rhodes ’05, and Son Ho ’05
Associate Director of Admission Holly Chinnery Pohlig ’01,
Advancement Research Associate Lindsay Laskowski ’04,
Andy McClelland ’03, Assistant Director of Development
Leslie Carney ’03, and Nicole Sydney ’97
Head Baseball Coach Jon Sjogren,
Washington Nationals Assistant GM
of Baseball Administration Squire
Galbreath ’83, and Pete Wilk ’87
The Rollins crowd celebrates at
Nationals Park


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OLD GREENWICH, CT
INNIS ARDEN GOLF CLUB, October 2008
TAMPA, FL
JACKSON’S BISTRO, November 2008
ATLANTA, GA
YOUNG ALUMNI RECEPTION
TWIST, December 2008
Ryan Michaelis, Anne O’Brien Michaelis ’98,
Ashley Staton Blasberg ’00, and Eric Blasberg
Mike Netto ’04, Allison Cook ’04, and Even Berntsen ’84 Parent Trustee Lori Nicholson, Sue Rohrer ’78, and
Development Officer Nan Castino
Alumni Board member Tony Wilner ’82, Mark
Thompson ’04, and Alumni Board member
Bert Martin ’03
Walter Wirth ’62 and Frances Hyer
Reynolds ’37
Tom DiGiacomo ’86, Assistant Director of Development
Tatjana Chenoweth ’07MBA, Jim Tagg ’89, Pat Kirchner
’98, and Allene Martin Myers ’87
Interim Dean of Student
Affairs Karen Hater and
Ryan Park ’01
Kristina Fuller ’05 and Andrena Woodhams ’06
Jacob Potter ’05, Jill Franklin ’03, and James Gooch ’03 Morgan Jones ‘06, Kim Burdges ’05, Zach Blend ’06, Alyssa
Falso ’06, and Katie Kranz
Donna Ford Gober ’99 and Katie
Roberts Smith ’99
Jenni Brown ’02 and Lollie LaBarge
Wahl ’02
Matt Pistone ’97 and Alex Collins ’95
A campus is born in “Olde Florida”
THE ROLLINS LANDSCAPE
took shape along Lake Vir-
ginia in the late 1800s, when
Winter Park was a fledgling
town of winding dirt roads
covered by a Spanish moss-
draped canopy of live oak
trees. These photos repre-
sent the inception of an insti-
tution that later would boast
recognition as one of the top
liberal arts colleges in the
country. Photos courtesy of
Rollins College Archives.
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THE HORSESHOE TAKES SHAPE: This 1888 photo is one of the earliest pho-
tos of the Rollins campus on record. Situated along what later became known
as the “Horseshoe” are (l-r) Knowles Hall, Pinehurst Cottage, and the Dining Hall
(also called the College Commons, located at the present site of Chase Hall).
THE DINKY: The Orlando and Winter Park Railway, which ran through the
campus along Lake Virginia, was nicknamed the DINKY by Rollins students
because, according to one former student, “that’s just what it was. Even the
rails were dinky. Thought they’d never hold to the ground.”
BOATING ON LAKE VIRGINIA: Students boat across Lake Virginia to the
“Point” in 1893. Campus buildings pictured in the background include (l-r)
Cloverleaf Cottage, Lakeside Cottage, LymanGymnasium, and Pinehurst Cottage.
PINEHURST COTTAGE…An early view of the north side of Pinehurst Cottage,
the only original College building still standing on the campus

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YOUR GATEWAY
TO THE WORLD
ROLLINS ALUMNI TRAVEL PROGRAM
Enjoy enriching journeys to fascinating destinations
with fellow alumni, warm friends, and expert faculty.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
407-646-2266 or 1-800-799-ALUM (2586)
alumni@rollins.edu  rollins.edu/alumni/travel
UPCOMING ALUMNI ADVENTURE:
THE BLUE VOYAGE
Legendary Turkey & the Turquoise Coast
September 30 – October 15, 2009
Exotic sights, scents, and sounds reign in this
fascinating land where Europe and Asia meet
to form “the cradle of civilization.” Begin your
adventure in Istanbul with its myriad riches,
including Topkapi Palace, the Blue Mosque, and
Hagia Sofia. Explore the ruins at ancient Troy,
Pergamum, and Ephesus, one of the world’s
best-preserved classical sites. Board a privately
chartered gulet yacht and spend five days
cruising along the exquisite Turquoise Coast.
Discover secluded coves and hidden sites, in-
cluding quaint fishing villages, striking Roman
ruins, a Greek ghost town, and a 6th-century
Byzantine monastery. Conclude the voyage in
the seaside resort of Antalya, with visits to
ancient Perge and the Archaeological Museum.
Turkey will engage and beguile, offering an
unparalleled small-group travel experience.
TRUSTEESOFROLLINSCOLLEGE
F. Duane Ackerman ’64 ’70MBA ’00H,
Chairman of the Board
Theodore B. (Ted) Alfond ’68
Francis H. (Frank) Barker ’52 ’06H
Bruce A. Beal ’58
William H. Bieberbach ’70 ’71MBA
Meg Gilbert Crofton ’75
Andrew J. Czekaj, Sr.
Lewis M. Duncan, Ph.D.
JonW. Fuller, Ph.D.
Ronald G. Gelbman ’69 ’70MBA
Alan H. Ginsburg
Rick Goings
Warren C. Hume ’39 ’70H
The Hon. Toni Jennings
SusanWhealler Johnston ’75, Ph.D.
Allan E. Keen ’70 ’71MBA
Thomas G. Kuntz ’78
David H. Lord ’69 ’71MBA
Michael Maher ’63
John C. (Jack) Myers III ’69 ’70MBA
Lori Nicholson
Michael G. Peterson ’74
Barbara Doolittle Ray ’89
Sandra Hill Smith ’73 ’74MBA
R. Michael Strickland ’72 ’73MBA ’04H
Philip Tiedtke
Harold A. Ward III ’86H
Winifred MartinWarden ’45
Victor A. Zollo, Jr. ’73
HONORARY TRUSTEES:
Barbara Lawrence Alfond ’68
Betty Duda ’93H
The Hon.W. D. (Bill) Frederick, Jr. ’99H
Joseph S. Guernsey
Joanne Byrd Rogers ’50 ’05H
OFFICERS & ADMINISTRATION
OFROLLINSCOLLEGE
Lewis M. Duncan, Ph.D., President
Roger N. Casey, Ph.D., Vice President
for Academic Affairs and Provost
Jeffrey Eisenbarth, Vice President for
Business and Finance and Treasurer
James Gerhardt, Vice President for
Institutional Advancement
GregW. Marshall, Ph.D., Vice President
for Strategic Marketing
Harold A. Ward III ’86H, Secretary
ALUMNIASSOCIATIONBOARD
OF DIRECTORS
Kurt M. Wells ’95, President
Robert B. Ourisman ’78,
Vice President
Peter S. Bok ’92, Treasurer
Elizabeth A. Ashwell ’99,
Member at Large
James E. Chanin ’87,Member at Large
David F. Berto ’56
Elaine Berry Clark ’82
Anne Crichton Crews ’75
Kimberly Stowers De Gennaro ’98
Gregory S. Derderian ’80
Jose I. Fernandez, Jr. ’92
Charles R. Gallagher, III ’95
Gregory M. Goldman ’00
CyrusW. Grandy ’69
TamaraWatkins Green ’81
Teresa Greenlees ’97
Amanda Peters Hopkins ’03
Edward F. Kelly, Jr. ’78
Anthony J. LeVecchio ’68 ’69MBA
Bertram T. Martin, III ’03
William D. Murphy, Jr. ’74
Linn Terry Spalding ’74
Samuel A. Stark ’91
John F. Steele, Jr. ’75
John P. Toppino ’02
Anthony L. Wilner ’82
De Anne P. Wingate ’96
Terrie Egert Wood ’75
A brand new
ROLLINS!
SEE STORY P. 2 …
and check out
our new look at
rollins.edu
Rollins College
1000 Holt Avenue–2785
Winter Park, FL 32789-4499
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